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Coates is elected
SBP in landslide
'

By Mary Andrews
The. lights were out. The office
was quiet. The hustle and bustle of
the previous two week campaign
was ovc:i. Tiu; uuly 1cu1iudc1 of the
Student Body Presidential race
was the returns posted on the
Senate office door.
Bob Coates won the
_
election with 1046 votes or 52.75
percent of the returns. Kendra
Maroon came in second with 23.5
percent of the vote and Gregg
Borden placed third with 19
__percent.

.

only 20 percent of the population
turned out," Coates said. "All in
all, the election was run very
smoothly."
Current

Student

Dody

President, Cheryl Brown, said she
was glad the.re was not a run-off. If
a candidate does not ..receive 50
percent of the vote another
PERCENTAGE OF THE STUDENT BODY PRESIDENTIAL VOTE
election is held between the two
·to_p__candid~~es.
"The low voter turnout," Brown
GREG BORDEN
BOB COATES
KENDRA MAROON
said, "was not because people .
19,0
52.75
23.5
didn't know that there was an
election. It was well advertised by
TOTAL VOTES CAST: 1,983
both the candidates and the
Senate."
Brown, who still has four weeks
left, said she wquld not run again if
she had to do it over again. "I love
the Senate," she said, "but I
wouldn't do it again because of the
impact it has had on me and my
By Ke':i-:1 _Sullivan
or to supplement existing salaries." last_ night. "I expect to be asking twehty-one percent of the student time. It's something every minute."
For Coates and Godfrey the
The VlSlting faculty program has
Of particular interest to the semor women faculty members to body, 1,983 students, voted.
received an unexpected gift of group of "Mendicant scholars" at be actively participating in the
Coates and Jodi Godfrey, his "something every minute" has just
$100,000 to hire a top visiting the meeting was the provision that process of locating the visiting vice president, attributed the· begun. "We will both be here this
wo~an professor for the the visiting . professor would professor.".
turnout to a number of things. summer planning," .Coates said.
One of the projects the "strong
Univ er sit Y fa cu It y. The conduct a series of three to four
No senior women faculty _"Campaign play was much shorter
announce~ent was made last week seminarseachsemesterforagroup members wer~ available for this year," Coates said. "It is also team," as they liked to be called
a! a meeting called t? explore the of women from Keene, Plymouth comment last ~ight.
the first time elections were held in during the campaign, will be
working on is an orientation
aims and potentials of the . and Merrimack Valley. These
Haaland said he would be
the spring."
program.
seminars would be held at UNH
starting his search very soon. The
Godfrey said, "Students aren't program for the Senators.
"Things run more efficiently,"
Chancellor Bruce Poulton, who involving both the visiting details ·of the donor's stipulation fully aware that there is a Senate.
~ade the announcement, said the pr-0fessor and the UNH women were confirmed only Wednesday.
They don't know what we're all Godfrey said, "if you know each
other and . can deal on friendly
"Jt•s a good opportunity,'Haaland about."
gift was from an anonymous UNH faculty.
alumnus.
.
.
In the agreement with the donor, said, "and I hope the University
Both Coates and Godfrey terms."
Hopefully --. the orientation
T~e. ~oney will be us~d during it states the visiting professor will can take solid advantage of it." agreed that, "We're no worse off
the_ imt~al year along with other serve as a "positive role model for
The two-year-o!d visitin_g
going in than any administration program will be in the fall at the
Alumni Center. The team plans to
Umversit_y reso~rces to attract an other women within the University professor program is a special in the past."
GRANTS
ge
"We're not just going to throw bring in administrators to explain
outstanding senior wom~n to the family and stimulate women's
faculty, and also to provide fu~ds studies types of activities through
'pa 15
our hands up and quit because . things like Rob~rt's Rules of Order
and what channels to go through
for research and su_pport dunng the University System."
_.:..,;_;__;;.;;;.;;.;.::..:._.::.!::.~:,;:_..i::.:.:....:.:.;.::.;::.::,:.
when dealing with the administrat~e _year-long appointment. The
Vice President for Academic
tion.
gift is for a three-year program.
Affairs Gordon Haaland will be in
·
The student organizations will
"The funds will e!1able us . to charge of finding the visiting
also be invited to the orientation.
promote Womens Studies faculty member. Haaland said he
"We need to establish good
activities," Poulton said. "We've planned to go through "the usual
.
.
working relations with the student
been in contact with the donor and process" to find the person.
A sp~cial open session of the University System of New
organizations," Coates said. "The
"My intentions are to involve
Hamp.shire Bo_Ard of Trustees will be held Wednesday, April 9 at 5
that person has agreed to our use
orienta~ion program will be both
of the funds to either pay the salary the women faculty members at the
p.m. m the Ne~ England C<:_nter to receive the UNH-Presidential ·
informative and social."
of a new woman faculty member, University fully," Haaland said
Search Cd1iim1ttee's Renort
-~-- ·
- ·
"The summer will be a matter of
Ttu_s_t~C1iairµ1~n_Rj~IJ~~-Morse said the 18-membercommittee
,
prioritizing things," Coates said.
of . tru~~ee_s, faculty, s_tude'nts, staff, -alumni, and public
"We will deal with things as they
representative~ under Ch~trma~ Paul J. Holloway, Jr. of Exeter has
come up."
bee_n c~nductu~g a nation-wide search for candidates for the
Already Coates and Godfrey
U~11v,ers1ty Presidency.
·
have met with Interim President
ine boa~d established the s~arch comnut~e March 19-79 upoii
Jere Chase and_Janet Briggs, an
UN~ _Presid~nt Eugene S. Mdls' acceptance of the presidency of
instructor at the horse barns
Whitt~er ( Cal~f:)_C_!>lle~. _ __
.
T~ustee Jere A. <;has~ of _Mad.bury has be~n servingas-interim
SBP,page7
· pres1den~ of the Umvers!!Y since last July..:..
By Laura Meade
indictment was dropped after a ·.
Former UNH freshman Barney motion was filed by the defense
Seil was indicted by a grand jury in that it was insufficient.
The State Attorney General's
Strafford County Superior Court
in Dover Wednesday on charges of office sought the new indictment
first degree murder and robbery in when the grand jury met on April I
connection with the Nov. 14 and 2.
Seil was arrested less than 19
murder of a Maine man, according
to Richard Keefe, clerk of superior hours after Woodside's body was
found off a path· near .the
court.
Seil, 19, a Pittsfield, NH Wilderness Trails sports shop by
resident, was indicted on Jan. 4 on two students. At the time, he was a
charges of the beating death of freshman economics major living
Joseph Woodside, 35, while in Stoke Hall. Seil has since
withdrawn from the University,
engaged in a robbery.
However, the NH State according to officials.
The January court action
Attorney General's Office dropped
the indictment Jan. 23 in what released Seil from his $100,000 bail
Assistapt Attorney General Peter commitment. "New baif has not
Heed termed "a technical yet been set," Keefe said, "because
difficulty." The original knowing he was going into reindictment they left the same bail
here.
"No trial date has been set yet,"
Keefe said. "However;we hope to
try him during the April term."
Woodside, a transient said to be
from Maine, had been seen in and
out of local bars the afternoon and
Campus Calendar. ......... page 5
_Notices.. ................... page 6
evening before his death.
Edltorlal,letters. .......... pages 8, 9
Witnesses said he was "flashing a
Features. .............. pages 10, 11
wad of money."
Class Ads.................. page 13
No mention was made of the
Sports.................. pages 15, 16
items that were allegedly stolen
Members of the Woodsmen Team tried to attract potential raffle ticket buyers with a little down
from the victim, Keefe said.
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--News Briefs--·Female engineers.cite job conce~n
By Mat.,-ffagopian

M_e rchants protest
Jackie Strauss, manager of the Outback on Main Street has led
some local merchants in a small-scale protest against the me:i.ibers of
the· Unification Church.
i
Strauss. s~id the "Moonies" were not identifying themselves and
we~e. dece1vmg passersby on purpose while soliciting signatures for a
petition. Strau~s an~ other me~chants decided to make people aware
o_f th~$roup's 1den~1ty by puttmg up posters alerting future petition
signers that the sohc1tors were Unification Church members
Str'huss said she also told the Board of Selectmen abo~t the
situation. She added that since t~e posters have been put in Town
and Campus and the Outback wmdows, the numbers of solicitors
has declined.

Sexuality week beginsi
Four days· of workshops, discussions' and stage and screen
events are scheduled next week to create more awareness of the
problems, and triumphs surrounding sexuality, men's and women's
issues.
The Office of Residential Life and the Human Sexuality Center
are sponsoring the events Apr. 7 through 10 to provide opportunities
for people to participate in a variety of ways from listening to joining
in. There will be demonstrations ranging from massage techniques
to discussions of domestic violence, aging, gayness,_and power and
communication.
Three live performances by raconteur Brother Blue will open the
series on Monday, April 7, to be followed by keynote speaker Anne
Wilson-Schaef, noted feminist therapist and human relations
consultant, that evening in the MUB cafeteria.
Wilson -Schaef will examine the barriers and bonuses facing
people in our society, which has differing and sometimes opposing
male and female perceptions and attitudes. Her talk, "~ystems of the
Sexes," will be at 8 p.m. She will ·fllso conduct a workshop on systems of the sexes on
Tuesday, April 8, from 10 a.m. to noon in the Belknap Room of the
MUB.
Workshops on massage, touching, and body language will enable
.,.people t«rptr ysically participate in and examine issues such as
·sexuality, relaxatio,1, communication, and personal space. Other
workshops will focus on roles, self image, and what the stars say
about being male or female in today's society.

"Once we went on a fieJd- trip,.,
said Marie Ennis, a senior civil
engineering student at UNH, "to
the Seabrook power plant. We
were the only, three girls out of 15
people. While we were walking
around the Seabrook construction
site w.e kept getting rude whistles
and looks, so we stuck together. It
was pretty bad, and we were
embarrassed and bored . .,
"You can only take just so much
of looking at construction sites so
we were kind of lagging behind.
The man who was leading the
e:roun would sav. 'Girls. are vou all
right? Do you need to rest,., Ennis
sa1d. "I finally said 'Oh Yes, I'm
feeling fafnt. Would somebody
carryd me?' You can imagine if you
had to go there in a working
caoacity as their boss . .,
The ma.111 concern or tne g1rJs
interviewed was not prejudice
while they were in school, but
worry over how people will react to
them once they enter the job
market.
''The exception here (at UNH)ls
the guy who gives you a hard
time,., said Carol Emery, also a
senior in the Civi! Engineering
program. "There are a lot of
hardships involved, but · they
1

haven't -been in school. .I worry
more about woprking, say in a
power plant, with men from their
30's to 50's. To start with they don't
like young college kids with high
paying jobs, and .if the person is a
woman, I think they'll resent it
more."
''Right now they think of us as
fellow students, as individuals,
but when we're in ·a job that
attitude might change," Ennis
added.
The girls are a ware of being in a
potentially defensive position.
"I never went to the professors
for help or favors," Ennis said. "A
couple of older guys used to tease
me when I got a good grade about
what I had done with the professor
for the grade."
"It really depends on the guy,"
Emery said "l've never had any

problem with any professors,
they're proba.bJy_~or.e aware."
"The only thing have seen is
that sometimes if I'm the only girl,
they don't listen to me," Ennis said.
"In labs they won't let me do
anything. When I was a freshman,
I was too shy to say anything. If
you don't speak out they do
everything and leave you to take
notes."
"One time I was doing soil

r

experiment with a guy and he was
doing everything and not listening
to a thing I said," Ennis said.
"Then we got to a part where we
had to roll the soil into snakes. He
said, 'I'll let you do this part, you
can probably do it better.' I said,
'Sure,' meaning that when I was
little I had played with dirt . . He
said, "No. I meant like baking.' "
Concern was expressed that tne
men in engineering might resent
the women engineers during job
interviews, because the men might
feel they "were at a disadvantage,"
according to Ennis.
Senior Mechanical Engineer
Henry Fllckinger said "demand is
great enough that it has not hurt
me." But he added he has seen
companies take women over men.
"Someiimes they neect---uiem
(women) more to

fill thci1 4uotas;·

Flickinger said. "If the job market
was not so wide right now, you'd
probably see more reaction to it."
"In general with women today,
any woman who tries. to assert her
rights is a bitch, so I just try to act
competent on my own," Emery
said. "We have to see these people
every day. In the long run this way .
will work out better."

a

Battered wo1nen seminar
· The Women's Center program on Battered Women scheduled for
Monday, April 7, will be held Tuesday, April 8 at 7 p.m. in the
Strafford Room of the MUB.
- Speakers will include two representatives from the Strafford
County Task Force; UNH lecturer Susan Goldstein and Janet.J
Rooney from "'A Safe Place", the Seacoast Task Force on Family
Violence.
. The program is co-spo_nso~e~ by the Human Sexuality Center and
1s a featured part of their L1vmg/ Loving Week.
The program is free and open to the public.

A downtown reflection across from the ATO wall. (Jonathan Blake photo)

Citizen's Party comes to UNH
By Kevin Sullivan

Hewitt art exhibit
"The . ManiJ?ulat~ Image,., an exhibition of ~tudent
photographs, 1s on display 1~ Hewitt Hall corridor through May 3.
!he works represent a variety of approaches to the photographic
prmt.
'
The show is from 8 a.m. to 6 p.ril. Monday through Friday.

The weather
'

The forecast calls for rain today preceded by a period oflight snow
with high temperatures in the 40s, according to the National
Weather Service in Concord.
,
Rain will be ending tonight with the lows around 40. Tomorrow
will be mostly cloudy with a chance of showers and highs in the
fifties.
Probability of precipitation is 100 percent today and 8 0 percent
tonight. Winds will be out of the east to southeast at 15 to 25 miles
per hour.

"·'.

..
I

The .C,itizen ·s Party was
official!IJormed on the national
leveLJast summer beca·use
think ." neither of the nation's
dominant political parties is ·
confronting" the dominant issues
of the day.
Members have said it is a "new
party" and "not a third party, for
we reject the relevance of the
existing ones."
A party paper says: "One
hundred twenty-fiv.e years ago, a
small group of people met in a
Wisconsin town to form a new
political party.They founded the
Republican Party because neither:
of the country's major parties were
confronting the great national
issue of the day: slavery. And
today, also~ neither of the nation's
dominant politcal parties is
confronting that crisis or acting on
that opportunity."
.
The party _now exists · aLthe
national, state, and local "grass
roots" levels. There is a national
headquarters in Washington and
organizations in over 40 states. At
least eight regional coordinators
for different areas of the country
are now working to organize the
party.
The UN,H chapter of the
Citizen ·s Party was forme d
Feb. 7, and has been meeting
weekly :ver \ since. It r.umb~rs . ,
._;\ ..

J

abo\lt a dozen members now, but'
local p~rt,Y officials predict the
membership· will grow as the party
makes itself more vocal on
campus.
"The Republicans were the last
third party movement to succeed,"
said State Secretary of the
Citizen s Party Peter Yarenski,
"and we hope to follow the same
framework they used, and avoid
the mistakes made -by other
movements in the past."
"We hope to draw interest from
Democrats, Republicans, and
non-voters who are fed up with the
present system," Yarenski said.
"It's been a long time since the
major parties have faced the
important issues," said party
member Ted Whittemore. "And
we want to provide people with a
forum for addressing the issues i~
which they can actively
participate."
.
"The Citizen s Party is an
attempt to have a party in a
democratie fashion," Yarenski
! said, "wh1ch allows -its members to
oe ·more involved. Active not just
in elections, but at all levels."
Party members say the Citizens
Party will constitute the first major
change in the voting block since
the depression.
"Our platform takes hard stands
on crucial issues," said party
member Pau,J.a Rpy, ••:And . ~e
.. • , _ ,

♦

believe people will listen."
Because the party is relatively .
new, Yarenski said, they are facing
the troubles associated with any
new movement.
However,
Yarenski is certain there are a large
number of people who agree with
the party's ideas, and feel the need
for fresh input on the political
scene.
"People just need to be
convinced that we are a force
which can be built up.." Yarenski
said, "and that a vote for us is not a
wasted vote."
The party focuses on energyrelated concerns. They want l) a
decreased · reliance on nonrenewable energy sources such as
coal and oil; 2) phasing out of
nuclear energy; 3) development of
alternate energy sources such as
solar; and 4) public control oflarge
corporations.
"We differ from socialism on
our view of large companies,"
Yarenski said, "in that we do not
want public ownership, simply
more response to the voice of the
public. We want greater worker
control of the corporations and
more governmental mechanisms
for regulating them."
"It's similar to the ideas Barry
Commoner (Party spokesperson)
talks about," Yarenski said. "Our

CITIZEN'S PAE~TY ,page 7 ..
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Coates owes SBP victory
.
.
to campaign organ1zat1on
.

thought virtually everyone who
came to the debates had already
decided.
Maroon, who took the brunt of
many attacks, including a letter
. from two commuter senators
· supporting Coates who called her a
liar, took the defeat graciously.
She gave Coates a victory call from
her election night party in
Williamson Hall, where ·she is
dorm president.
·
Most of the criticism aimed at
Maroon resulted from her failure
to tell the students room and board
rates were going to increase $100.
Maroon, as chairwoman of the

By Dennis Cauchon
Publicity, rather than issues,
seemed to be the crucial factor in
Bob Coates's overwhelming
victory in this' week's Student
Bnrlv President race.

.

.

-

S _oates and his running ~a~_:
Jodi. Godfrey did -more
advertising, leafletting, and
handshaking than his opponents
Greg Borden and Kendra Maroon.
Accodring to a survey of over 200
students who voted, issues rated
very low in both the reasons why
people voted and ii\deciding which
candidate thev voted for.

·News analysis
· The survey, taken by Cyndi
_Pettengill for a social psychology
class, won't be completely
tabulated until Monday, but
Pettengill said last night s~me
trends were apparent.
Handouts seemed to be the most
important factor in deciding a
Newly elected Student Body President Bob Coates and Vice- student's vote, followed by
President Jodi Godfrey (center) celebrated their victory Wed- personal contact with the
nesday night with Tom Myatt and senator Paul Needham. candidate and then by newspaper,
according to Pettengill.
(Ned Finkle photo)
Coates dominated the letters to
•
.
the editor section of The New
Hampshire, with 21 favorable
letters to Maroon's three and
Borden's two. Coates also spent
$112.50 on two newspaper ads
against Borden's one $50 ad and
none for Maroon.
All the candidates agreed the
By Mark Luebbers
example, a pigeon will be shown a debates had little effect on the
Professor John Nevin wants to red light. Later, the red light will be election because few people
know if you think like a pigeon.
mixed with other colored Hghts. If attended. Maroon• said she
Nevin, a psychology professor at the bird remembers the red light
UNH, who·se recent studies in and pecks at it, it receives a reward
behavioral psychology have of food.
focused on trying to extend and
In future experiments, Nevin
define the basic principles of hopes to involve the birds iri more
behavior, feels pigeons are complicate(j tasks, such as
indicative of many species of identifying both a color and shape,
animals.
for example, a horizontal line.
To make things more
Most of Nevin's experiments
employ the services of a pigeon complicated, the professor may ·
breed known as the White give the bird five times ·as many
C::1rneaux.
food pellets for getting the color
Nevin said he uses the birds in right than for correctly identifying
experiments for convenience, anct the horizontal line.
more importantly,' because the
Theoretically, the bird's
pigeon's memory patterns in memory will be good enough to
dealing with simple mental pick the color instead of the line
problems are strikingly similar to because it knows it will get a better
those exhibited by humans.
reward ... Hopefully," Nevin said,
Nevin uses conditioning arid "the strength of his ·memory will
positive reinforcement in his stand in some simple ratio. If I give
experiments to train the pigeons to him five times as· much food for
perform simple tasks. For PIGEONS, page 13

B Ird s and h umans
k
1
•
k
•
may t h In a I e

.'

the Residential Life Council
again.
Coates won every voting place
on campus, threatened only by
Maroon in her home district, Area
III. There she lost with 113 votes to
Coates's 132. Borden had 83.
Had Coates received less than 50
percent of the vote, a run-off
election would have been
required. Election coordinator
Kathleen Putnam said she wd
extremely relieved that she would
not -': have to put on another
contest.
Coates,aneconomicsmajor,did
best in the Whittemore School of

Rc-,idcntiAl Lifo Counoil, w,ui th• · RulilineH sand liconomiclil voting

only UNH student o know the size booth, tallying 120 votes to
of the increase and ·at the bidding Borden's 30 and Maroon's 19.
of Carol Bischoff, director of . More than 4.5 percent of the
Residential Life, she did not 1983 student who voted cast
reveal the price increase, even to ballots for people and things other
SBP Cheryl Brown.
than the three candidates.
The large price rise did not
Putnam said Mr. Bill· led the
become known until University "other" vote, followed closely by
System Student Trustee Ian Mi~key ~fouse .. Accord~ng to th~
Wilson found out from the registrars office, neither are
Trustees' Finance and Budget , enrolled as students and therefore
Committee that the increase was to could not hold office.
be approved in three days.
:•rm relieve~ that it's overt
~aroon was bitterly attacked in_ said. Tim K,!r~an, . Bor~en s
~xe~Jive session by other senators running mat~. ma _httle bit sad ,
who felt itwas her job t6 1ruorm Greg and I didn t get m, but we've
the students of the room and all been friends throughout the
board increases. Maroon, who had campaign."
left the meeting early, was not in
';,oates attributed ~is victor~ to
the room during the discussion.
an awesome campaign orgamzaCoates and Paul Needham tion made up_of awesome people
_ sponsored a bill written by Wilson doing _an awesome job."
demanding that students be . Jodi ~odfrey, the student body
consulted on rate increases. Coates v1ce-pres1dent-elect, summed the
mentioned this resolution often in victory amid whoops and hollers at
the debates and his campaign. ~heir victory party. "We d~d a _har~
Maroon said she learned a lot Job and had a great orgaruzation,
about politics in the campaign and she s~id. "If we had to run against
~id she intends to run again next (1:>residt:nt) Carter, we could beat
year. Shesaidshe "liopestochair him eastly."

!

Rent increase at
Forest Park-is $35
By Christie Farina

Gerry Boothby, assistant to the
Tenants at Forest Park will see a director of PPO&M, said since
$35 rent increase effective July 1, Forest Park tenants do not pay an
due to rising energy costs, energy surcharge like dorm
according to George N agem, residents, the rent increase is
assistant to the director of necessary to cover additional
Residential Life and manager of energy costs.
According to Roseann
Forest Park.
Nagem said the budget Robillard, residential manager of
projected in September by Forest Park, "the $35' rent increase
is a bitter pill to have to swallow"
Physical Plant Operation and
Maintenance (PPO&M), whi<;h but ·tenants have been observing
includes oil, heat and electricity for conservation efforts to combat the
the self-sustaining ap,4lrtments, rent increase:
The tenants hope to cut energy
was $87,000 for July l) 979 to June
30, I 980, based on past costs enough to drop figures
consumption costs. However, due
to an increase in energy costs, the ~NANTS, page 5
budget was· reviewed, and a _new
budget of$ I 27,000 was proposed.
This budget was recently voted on
and approved by the University ·
Board of Trustees.
Forest Park, a non-profit, self- By Barbara Stevens
supporting complex on Demerrrit
Weekends were not mad'e for
Road, houses full-time University Michelob, according to media
students, the majority of whom are analyst Jean Kilbourne.
married or part of single-parent
In her presentation, "U n9er The
families, many on fixed incomes.
Influence," which was part of the
The 30-building complex has a Alcohol Awareness Day,
separate budget from don_nitories.
Kilbourne said alcohol advertiseRent charges m~!~- cover ments encourage alcohol abuse.
maintenance al)d energy costs.
Twt:nty-seven percent of the

.Interim LA Dean

Smith sets no new goals .
James Smith, named Interim
Dean of Liberal Arts last week,
relaxed in his chair as he spoke
about his role in the upcoming
months.
Smith said as interim dean he
would set no new goals for the

office. "As Associate Dean of the
College," the position Smith has
held since I 972, "I've been
involved in the decisions that are in
effect now." He said his job now is
"to see that those processes are
implemented."
Smith has not decided if he

Alcohol saturates society
drinking age population consume
93 percent of all alcoholic drinks,
Kilbourne said.
"These are people who already
have problems with drinking," said
Kilbourne, "but advertising (wilh
sophisticated techniques, and $900
million a year), reassure these
people that. they are normal."
"One in every three people is a

problem drinker,"she said.
Kilbourne showed the 60 people
in the audience a slide show to
illustrate her theory.
Jean Kilbourne is co-author of
an anthology, Alcoholism and
literature, and is an expert on
alcohol advertising and the way it
influences society's attitudes.

ALCOHOL, page 4

wants to be a candidate for !_~e
permanent position.
He thinks that, regardless of
who. is chosen,"My hope is ~hat it
,won't be more than a year"before
the decision is niade. ·
Smith, as associate dean, has
,been responsible for budgeting,
curricular planning and review,
state's allocations, grant
administration, financial control,
and special reports in the College
of Liberal Arts.
Since 1973, Smith has led UNH
in its efforts to conserve energy in
its campus buildings. Smith said he
· was pleased with wfiat students
have done to conserve. "There is
certain amount of skepticism for
what the students can accom~lish.

a

SMITH, page 14 '
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Alcohol
continued from page 3
Advertisers link alcohol with
"every imaginable attribute" said
Kilbourne, such as machismo,
maturity, artistic and athletic
ability, success and virility which
alcohol actually diminish or
destroy.
Alcohol is linked to wealth in a
Chivas Regal ad, for example. In
the ad a man from a Great
Gatsbish residence knocks on the
door of his neighbor's mansion to
borrow "a cup of Chivas Regal."

Sex is linked to liquor in a
Kijalfa ad. Above the caption
which reads, "Put a little cherry in
your life," sits a young girf fo a
·white dress.
Alcohol is portrayed as the
center of an event or celebration,
such as in Johnny Walker Red ad
which reads, "All good
celebrations end in red." Or with
such slogans as, "Weekends were
made for Michelob."
People who don't drink are
portrayed as dull in these ads. In a
Piper ad the caption says, Piper
separates the exceptional from the ·

ordinary.~ The two people who are
drinking in this ad are in color; the
others are two dimensional and
black and white."
Alcohol is shown as a way to
escape from life's problems. Many
liquor ads have escape as a theme.
"One thing I'm really struck by,"
said Kilbourne, who has been
studying alcohol advertising for
years," is how well they understand
the personality of the alcohol
abuser."
Alcohol is often portrayed, as a
refuge, or as the only worthwhile
thing in life, which is often the case

Tuesday Apri I 8th
NHOC Presents:

alcohol-related d~aths every week.
One out of every four people
answer "Yes" when asked if alcohol
has caused problems in' their
f~,:µily. The suicide rate is 58 ti~es
higher for an alcoholic person than
a normal person.·
Kilbourne thinks the first step in
solving the problem of alcohol
abuse is to change peoples'
attitudes about it.
The last slide she showed was a
cartoon from the New Yorker. A
man lay down on a psychiatrist's
couch with a bottle in his hand.
"What problem?" he said to the
doctor.
"This," she said, "is the major
attit_ude we have ·to change."
KIibourne said there 1s probably
nothing people can do to get
advertisers to change their tactics,
because she said, "It sells."
"I'm advocating consumer
awareness," Kilbourne said.
Kilbourne became active against
al\;ohol abuse bc\;au~c l!lht: said,
she's concerned with increase of
alcoholism, the alcoholic's waste
of energy and, she added, "because
I've observed first-hand the
tragedies of alcoholism."

for an alcoholic.
A striking example of this,
Kilbourne .said, is a liquor ad
which shows a bottle and $iys,
"Your own special island."
"A big problem of alcoholics,"
said Kilbourne, "is the feeling of
loneliness and isolation."
Linkage of alcohol to all sorts of
attributes, alcohol as the most
important thing in life, and themes
such as escape, sex and adventure
recurred throughout the slide
presentation and were juxtaposed
with the facts of alcohol abuse.
For example, 400 people die in

MATINEES SAY. & SUN.-

"PRIZE FIGHTER"
with Tim ConwQy and Don Knotts ·

~

I\ Traverse of the Northwest

PAUL NEWMAN
JACQUELINE BISSET
WILLIAM HOLDEN

A 15 month 2200 mile canoe
expedition across Canada.
Funded
National
by
Geographic Outward-Bound
and others~ Presented as a
· slide show and talk.•
7:30 p.m., Hillsborough-Sullivan
Room, MUB
S.75 or S.50 for NHOCr:nemoorS
II

IDE

Noreste,

Admissions
Aug1.1st ·so
appltcants 4-year fully
recognized and established
Mexican Meo,cal School .
w1lh several hundred American students enrolled . Use
Enghsh language textbooks
and exams ,n English
School combines Quality
education small classes .
experienced teachers .
modern tac1tii1es

·:\ DUSTIN HOffMAN
'· \.

MERYL STREEP

'·:·~ 'KRAMER VS. KRAMER"
~

CINE 1·2·3·4
NEWINGTON MALL 431-4200

.............. .,.. .........
120 East 41 St.,NV. NY 10017

(212) · • • · • • · ·

: ;.

~? ~~ ~~~~~~- :: ••

INDIVIDUAL ETHICS IN
ORGANIZATIONAL SETTINGS
* Public Lecture Series
11

Ethlcs and the Training of Professionals"
by
Danlel J. Callahan
Tuest!_ay, April 8, 12:30 p. m.
Murkland Hall, Room 1.10

Dr. Callahan Is the author or editor of sixteen books and over
200 articles. His most recent' books Include The Tyranny of Survival, a study of technology: Abortion: Law, Choice and Morallty,
a comprehensive study of the medlcal, legal and ethical aspects of abortion: Ethics and Populatlon Limitations, a study of the
ethlcal problems of population control. Recent books he has
edited hare Ethlcal Issues In Genetic Counseling and the Use of
Genetic Knowledge: and The American Population Debate.

r. Callahan Is the founder and director of the Hastings Center,
Institute of Society Ethics and Ute Sciences. Prior to that, he was
e executive editor of Commonweal and has served as visiting
professor at Brown, the University of Pennsylvania, Temple
University and Union Theological Seminary.

*

Lecture Serles Is supported by funding from the Class of 1954 En- dowed Fund for Academic Enrichment, and sponsored by WSBE
and the Department of Philosophy.

----------------
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substantial saving of 10 to 15
percent.
"While it is tougher to evaluate
efforts made in Phase I, I feel the
continued from page~
· tenants overall in both Phases I
projected by PPO&M on ctlrrent and II have been very, very good,"
he said.
consumpt~n rates.
However, some' tenants said
Forest .Park residents have been
they are in "deep financial trouble"
successful . so far in their
because of the added $35 per
conservation efforts. A proposed
month.
rent increase of$47 was dropped to
Clayton Oglivie, a resident, said .
the present $35 because tenants cut
the rent increase has seriously
energy costs substantially.
affected many of the people he
Last February, tenants in Phase
knows.
II of the , complex used 100,000
"Many of the people here are
kilowatt hour~ while collective
consumption figures for February living from hand to mouth, most
1980 show residents used only tenants living on welfare, VA
penefits or finances from home. I
72,000 kilowatt hours.
Tenants have spent three · expect many will have to leave
Forest Park," he said.
consecutive weekends installing
Oglivie, who lives ·on VA
$4000 worth of fiberglass
benefits, must support his wife and
insulation provided by Residential
child with only $220 a month. With
Life into the 16 buildings in Phase
their rent ' increased to $205
I, Robillard said.
monthly, the Oglivies cannot
"Those buildings in Phase I are
survive on $220 for food, phone,
25 years old with only three inches
clothes an<l car maimenan\.:c.
ot msulatlon. I he leaky roots nave
Oglivie said he and his family
been rep~ired and six inches of new
fiberglass put into the ceilings," expect to move in May.
"'The rent increase has precluded
Robillaro said. It is hoped that this
my wife from going to school-and ·
measure will save tenants about 20
percent of their present heating living in the area," he said.
Kathy Placy, another resident,
bill.
said she and her husband are
"We11 be doing a lot of things to
thrilled the rent is still under $200. ,
help tenants conserve, like
The Pfacys had been living in
calibrating thermostats," Nagem
$300 duplex in Newmarket and
, said. "Hopefully all the money in
the budget won't be uscf'-and we can just recently moved to Forest
Park.
work out some sor'r of a rebate
Virginia Jenson, a resident who
system for the tenants at the end of
is a mother of two, said the rent
the..year."
increase isn't going to affect her
The Research Office and
PPO&M have provided conser- too badly. "I'm one of the luckier
ones," she said. "But the women on
vation materials for the
apartments such as weather · welfare, that $35 will really rock
their budgets."
stripping, which the residents
One welfare mother of two said,
installed themselves in February,
"I'm really having some hassles
and the insulation they put in last
trying to figure out how I'm going
week, Robillard said.
to make it. It's a lousy situation.
Other conser_yation steps
include caulking windows, a
conscientious use of electricity, TENANTS, page 6
and reducing the temperatwre of
water heaters.
Boothby feels very optimistic
about·Forest Park tenants' efforts.
"Phase II has made' dramatic
conservation improvements, a

Rent
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worth $2.00
towards
purchase of 1 adult
ticket
Good April 7-1~

N-0-W
thru

Thursday

At 7:00 & 9:00

"A TRULY

SEXY MOVIE!"
- Bruce WIiiamson. PLAYBOY

~tU-~tUL
MARCULO MASTROIANNI
and NASTASSIA KINSKI .

E. M. LOEW 'S

~
DIAL 436-5710
INTOWN POIITSMOUTH

DISCOUNT
PRICES

6:30 & 9:00

Fri. & Sat. Prices
ADULTS $1.50-FAMI LY $3.00
17 AND UNDER $1.00

Sun-Thurs prices
$. 75 Family $1.50

I
1

I
I
I

I

FRIDAY, Aprll 4
MEN'S LACROSSE: Middlebury, Lewis Field, 3 p.m.
GREENHOUSE OPEN HOUSE: Exhibits, soil-testing,
movies, talks, and plant sales. Refreshments served. 8 a.m.4:30 p.m. at the UNH Greenhouses.

SATURDAY,Aprll5

_

GREENHOUSE OPEN HOUSE: UNH Greenhouses, 8 a.m.4:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, Aprll 6
MOB PUB: DJ Rick Bean with "Oldies." 8 p.m. Open to all
students; cover charge $.50.

MONDAY, Aprll 7
LANGUAGE WEEK AT MARSTON HOUSE: Slide shows
on Spain, France and Germany. Spanish dinner, other
programs and movies during open house. Call 868-9662 or
.2-116'4 for detail:,. Through Friclcay, April 11

PROGRAM ON LIVING/LOVING: A four-day program
sponsored by Residential Life and the Human Sexuality
Center. Workshops, discussions, films, poetry readings,
more. Open to all. Events liste.d below in chronological order.
LIVING/LOVING: Featuring "Brother Blue," the storyteller
who renders his stories in poetry, song, mime, prayer,
chants and shouts. Three presentations: MUB hill, 12 noon
(Belknap Room MUB in the event of bad weather); Upper
Quad, 4-5:30 p.m. (Gibbs J-{all); and Babcock House, . 6-7!
p.m.
LIVING/LOVING: Workshop "Skin Hunger-Touching in a
Hands-Off Society," facilitator Judy Marsh-Cohen~ Counselor Therapist specializing· in Jemale sexuality, relationGRADUA TE PROGRAM IN READING SEMINAR
SERIES: "Composition Skills: The New Foci," Dr. John
Savage, Boston College. Carroll Room, Memorial Union, 4p.m.
SAILING CLUB PRESENTATION: Racing lecture: "After
the start." Dispission will focus on tactics and strategies of
various legs of the course. Open to all. Sullivan Room, ~uh
7p.m.
LECTURE:"Careers in Mathematics and Engineering Sciences," Edward Doherty, Career Planning and Placement.
◄ Carroll Room, MUB, 7 p.m. Refreshments served. Sponsored by Pi Mu Epsilon, Math Honor Society.
LIVING/LOVING: Keynote Speech: "The Systems of the
Sexes," by Anne Wilson-Schaef, Feminist Therapist and
Human Relations Consultant. MUB Cafeteria, 8 p.m. Admission $1. Tickets available MUB Ticket Office.
WOMEN'S CENTER PRESENTATION; Discussion of Battered Women in N.H., Coos Room, MOB,. 8:30 p.m.

-THE CATNIP PUB
features live entertainment
Wednesday·61;iturday evening
Appearing this coming_ w·eek
........................... .
Daily Specials for April include ...
Stuffed Sole wlnewburg sauce
Meatloafwlbeef gravy ·
Broiled Mushroom & Cheese Sandwich
w I cup of soup
Chicken Pie en Casserole
All include small beverage

Joe Violette
Deb&Judy
and
Taylor Whiteside on Saturday

no cover charge
We are now s·eroing our famous
Chicago-style pizza again!
43MAINSt.
- Durham

2 Ballard St. Durham
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.
GENERAL

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

SPRING COUNSELING CONFERENCE: Sponsored by
graduate counseling students Saturday, April 12 from
8:30-5:00 at the Elliott Alumni Center. Admission $15 for
studen~ and '2() for professionals. ~eynote a_< _i~ by
George I. Brown, University of California; eleven counseling workshops will be held. Admission includes N.E.
Center luncheon. For more information, stop by Morrill
.1109 or call 862-1730.
PREVIEW OF NEW HAMPSIBRE TV AUCTION:
-·~
exhibition of antiques, art~nd crafts donated
to the NH TV auction will be at ti-~" Center April 20
through May 5. Opening reception Suilday, April 20 from
3-6 p.m. sponsored by N.E. Center and N.H. Art
Association_.. Preview bids accepted until 5 p.m., Monday May 5. Seventh annual auction will be broadcast
May 11-17 to7>enefit NH'Public Television.
LANGUAGE WEEK: Foreign Language Mini-Dorm
and Language Dept. will sponsor Language Week April
7-11 in Marston House (Area III). Slide shows on Spain,
France and Germany. Other programs included during
open house include Spanish dinner and movies. Call 8689662 or 2-1164. Come see what living in Marston House is

GOOD FRIDAY SERVICE: Sponsored by Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship. Time for prayer, singing and
sharing~Coinmunion·served. Friday, April 4, 7:30 p.m.'"
in McConnell 218. Everyone welcome.
SIMULATION GAMES CLUB: Meeting Friday, April 4
iii Hillsborough -Room- MUB, from 6 p.m. -midnight.
Topics: u&u ana Java Man. ADotnenneetmg saturday,
April 5 from 7-11. Saturday meeting will discuss Star
Command and Microgames (Also in Hillsborough Rm.).
A TRAVERSE OF THE NORTHWEST: Sponsored by
NH Outing Club. Tuesday, April 8 in HillsboroughSullivan Room, 7: 30 p.m. Slide show of a 15-month, 2200mile canoe expedition across subarctic Canada, including the find of Radioactive Russian Satellite. Admission $.75 or $.50 with NHOC membership.

ACADEMIC
WASIBNGTON INTERNSmP PROGRAM: Application
deadline for fall semester Washington internships is
April 15. For complete information see Leslie Paddock,
Advising Office, McConnell Hall or call ~-1981.
.
LAST DAY TO DECLARE A MAJOR AT L.A. ADVISING CENTER: Undeclared Liberal Arts students
must make appointment to declare their major by
Tuesday, April 7 in Murkland 111. Call 862-2064 for appointment. No declarations during pre-registration
Apn18-24.

like.

CAREERS IN MATHEMATICS AND ENGINEERING
SCIENCES: Sponsored by Pi Mu Epsilon (Math Honor
Society). Monday, April 7 at 7 p.m. in Carroll Room,
MUB. Mr. Doherty from Career Planning and
Placement WU1 speak. H.etresnments servea.
SAILING CLUB RACE AT HARVARD: The UNH
sailing club will be competing in a race on Saturday,
April 5. Begins at Harvard Boathouse on Charles River
at 9:30 a.m. Spectators welcome.
EASTER MORNING WORSHIP: Sponsored by Durham
Community Church. Sunday, April 6 at 9 and 11 a.m. in
Durham Community Church. All choirs participating
with two festive anthems. All welcome.
ECUMENICAL GOOD FRIDAY SERVICE: Sponsored
by St. Thomas More, Durham Community Church,
Camous Ministry. St. Georaze's Eniscooal, Durham

Rent
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CAREER
FUTURES CAREER PROGRAM: "Finding a Job,"
sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. Monday,
April 7, 2:lo-4p.m. in Grafton Rm., MUB.
SUMMER JOB INFORMATION: Sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement. 203 Huddleston Wednesday,
April 9 at 6:30. An information session on how to find and
apply for summer jobs. Lecture, questions and answers
featured.

-.c f and ~
Hairstyling
walk-in or appointment
at

· fu1

\;hcmil.:al

cugiucta iug c1uJ

Hsioan with the MBA Program.
Because of the rent increase,
Hsioan was forced to seek

ChevyChase

Suzanne works with Public
Service· at the Newington Mall and
says that although she has a good
job, she fears her husband, a
geology student on a Basic
Educational Opportunity' Grant,
will be forced to find a better workstudy program in order for them to
manage the rent increase.
Kathy Johnson of the Tenants
Committee said, "the rent increase
will definitely affect us. Thirty-five
dollars out of a grad student's
stipend is a big chunk."
"As a member of the Tenants
Committee my concern is to keep
Forest Park a good place to live.
We need that $35 to keep up
renovations," she said.
"Because of the economy the
way it is, it's an increase we have to
face."
·

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
at

NICK'S
Bob, Lafferty

wn

Monday, Aprll 7th~9-12:30

Ben Baldwin & The Big Note

IIAIIH i.

o.ul&iid

continued from page 5
I'm not sure how I'll manage; I try
not to think about it."
·
"I see a result of this $35 rent
increase as a lot of anxiety and
stress for everyone. I've tried to cut
my expenses by cutting out social
outlets, but when finances are
skidding, I desperately need those
releases," she said.
"Getting loans or other help
hurts me in terms of food stamps
and child support. It's like if you
gain, you lose."
Other tenants are battling the
increase. One woman is selling her
car to make ends meet. She plans
to double up courses this summer
and in the fall semester in order to
save money by graduating early.
Hsieh Yu and his wife Hsioan
came to UNH last-January from
Taiwan. Both attended the
University, Hsieh on a scholarship

aditional funds from her parents in
order to continue her education
and manage the monthly rent.
Suzanne and James Thomas, 20and 21 respectively, explained that
they are planning a family and will
be moving to a larger apartment m
Forest Park.

Tuesday, Aprll Sth-9-12:30 a.m.

29 Main St.

Durham
. 868-7051

Fri. 7, 9:15
Sat. Sun. 2, 4:15, 7, 9:15

Come on down!

1.25 - with this Ad 1.00

Never a cover charge at Nick's

Mon - Sat 9 - 5:30 Tues & Fri til 7:00

47 Main St.

''TIPS FOR RENTING AN APARTMENT''

Renting an apartment for the first time presents questions and you may be confused about
your rights ds a tenant. The following are important tips you should know before renting an
apartment. Included are rights as tenants according to N.H. law.
-Before you rent an apartment, talk with a previous tenant or tenants In the bulldlng about both the bulldlng
and the landlord.
-Find out who must pay for hot water, utilities, snow and trash removal. If you own a car, find out whether or
not there Isa.lawful area to park your car.
-If a lease Is Involved, be sure to read It carefully before you sign. Make syre you understand all aspects of
the lease. Ask about everything you don't understand. _
-N.H. law requires landlords to provide tenants with a copy of the lease within 30 days. Keep your copy In a
safe place, and If questions or problems arise, refer to It.
-If you share rent, remember that ·a nyone who signs the lease may be held fully responsible for the total
amount of rent.
-Make sure that any promises to make repairs by the landlord are In writing.

-Always be sure to get receipts for deposits and your rental payments, especially If you pay In cash.
-If you don't have a lease, your landlord can Increase your rent by giving you notice equal to one rental
period.
,
-The landlord can charge any rent he wants. If you have a lease, your rent cannot be Increased before
your contract expires. Beware of any .. escalator" clauses which allow landlords to raise the rent because
of tax Increases or Increases In utlllty costs.
-The landlord can require a security deposit, but It must be either one month's rent or one hundred dollars,
whichever Is higher.
-The landlord c-Cinnot evict you for making complaints. Always provide a written and dated copy of your
complaint to the landlord and keep a copy for yourself.
.
-The landlord cannot enter a tenanrs apartment without permission, except to make emergency repairs.
However, the tenant cannot refuse a reasonable request by a landlord when he/she has given adequate
notice.
-In N.H., landlords who rent to tenants without leases do not need a good reason to evict. If vou have a
lease, the landlord may evict you only for violating a term of your lease.
-No landlord can refuse to rent to anyone solely on the basis of race, creed, color, sex, age, national
origin, marital status, or a person's physical or mental handicap.
Keep these tips in mind and be sure you know the law and your rights as tenants before you rent. If you have
any questions regarding the rights of tenants or any other questions concerning the law, contact:
Student Legal Services
Rm.131 MUB
862-1712
Hours: 9-5 M_o nday through Friday
As a full-time undergraduate, you are entitled to legal advice which is covered through the Student Activity Fee.
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commuters with a social setting for
the exchange of solutions to
common problems such as
• landlords and car pooling.
The Associations will be
continued from page 1
different from the Commuter
Center 6ecause it will meet outside
concerning the site of the new of school and work within Dover,
Newmarket and Portsmouth.
dorm.
"It's like taking the Commuter
"The type of funding will
determine the location of the Center and having branch offices
dorm," Coates said. "It's really too in the different communities,"
early to take a stand because we Coates said. "The Associations
will provide much of the same kind
don't know all the facts."
Coates said Chase was of services but you won't have to '
understanding of the students' come to the MUB to get them."
Coates and Godfrey hoped the
point of view but he is also aware
of the way the University is Associations could help commuter
growing. Coates said Chase will students organize a number of
meet with the Senate and answer things ranging from a self-help
Questions concerning the energy program to sports teams.
The first Sunday in May is the
proposed site.
"Bob and I are not thrilled with first meeting of the new Senate.
the thought of Lot A as the dorm The meeting's agenda includes the
site," Godfrey said, "but it's really election of academic senators. In

SBP Coates

too early to decide."

Maroon also said she was
pleased with the outcome of the
race. "I got a good placing
considering I'm a sophomore, a
girl, and I don't have a lot of
·
Senate experience."
Maroon said she ran this year
for the exposure and the
experience. "Watch out for next
year!", she said.
Borden said he will still be active
. in the Senate in some capacity but
will have to talk to Coates first. "I
might try a new area where I can
have a direct effect. Maybe on the
Student Organizations committee."
Although Borden was
displeased with the voter turnout, .
_said he -was, "pleased that Bob won
and that he won by a substantial
majority because that shows to me
that Coates offered what the
student body wantect.,.

the east the senators. have been

According to Coates the people appointed by the executive board
at the horse barns are upset instead of elected by the senate at
'
because, if in the future the student large.
"We want to bring back some
population declines and the
University cannot fill the dorm prestige to the position," Coates
with students, it will be used as an said. "It's important that the turnover rate be low and the board be
apartment building.
Coates and Godfrey plan to full."
There are nine undergraduate continued from page 2
have more meetings with the
administration to insure that the students and one graduate student
student voice will have a place in on the academic senate.
Although the entire Senate may companies had the choic~ . of
the decision-making process.
to mak~ the final decision, building large cars or small cars,
have
to
talk
and
down
sit
to
"We need
them about things like room and Coates and Godfrey would like to and even though they knew what
board rates," Coates said. "We see non-Senate students sit on the the effects of large cars would be
want a process that we can see committees of the Academic on the energy situation, they built
figures before they go to Senate. "They won't be able to vote •them a'nyway. They wanted the big
committee, what the dates are but their voice is important." cars to get all the extras or
whatever they could out of them,
·
going to be, and when we are going Coates said.
Aside from the Academic and they didn't worry about the
to be able to offer input."
Coates' plan is to "get the Senate Senate elections, chairpersons to energy situation."
The strength of the Citizen's
to look beyond the walls of the various committees will also have
to be appointed. Both Maroon and Party is growing through alliances
.
MUB."
Coates said, however, that Borden hinted that they might be with other small groups. Groups
things have to be tightened up interested in filling one of these such as the Consumers Party in
Philadelphia, and various groups
internally in the Senate also. "We positions.
."I hope Bob keeps me in mind of women and minorities around
have to lower the turn-over rate.
This can be done by showing a . when chairs open up on the the country are becoming more
little gratitude · and giving the Council," Maroon said. "I want to and more allied with the Citizen s
Senators a little recognition for the get m·ore involved in the Senate, Party, according to .Roy.
"The influence of women is
especially since I won't be
work they do."
The two plan to· establish President of Williamson important to us," Roy said, "which
"Associations", which will P!ovide anymore."
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is . quite different from the to band together like unions did
Democrats and Republicans. Royt when they started in the thirties
explained both of NH's delegates and forties. One voice can, change
to the Citizen 's Party Convention things, but many united can make
earlier this month in Nashville a difference."
•'Our next step is to get out of the
were women.
The qtizens Party will have a organizational stage and do some
canclfdate on the presidential things," Roy said. "We have to
ballot next .fall, and they hope to start putting our ideas into practice
receive the necessary five percent and getting things done."
"We hope to be present at
of the national vote to qualify for
federal funding, which members important functions," Whittemore
describe as a positive step toward said, "showing support and
recogntion as a viable alternative endorsing -~ur ~deas, and letting
to the major parties.
people know who we are, because
"Working as individuals is not , bemg Icrjown-comes from doing
enough," Yarenski said. "We need something."

ANNOUNCING
NORTH EAST CONSORTIUM
FOR STUDY IN MEXICO

Citizen's
Party

-offjcial UNH program
. -Pursue foreign language interests In Mexico (in.
cluding foreign language requirement)
-courses also available in English which may
be used for distribution in Humanities and Social
Science,
-Location: Mexican American Bi-natlo~al
'
.
Cultural Center, Mexico City
-estimated cost: $1,600 per semester (including
· ,
transportation)
-further information at meeting In Liberal Arts
Advtslng Center, Murkland 111, on April 9, 11 ::00
a.m.-1 :00 p.m.
-camp·us contact: Professor William Forbes,
AMLUSpanish, Murkland 209F. Call ~62-1218
and leave name for follow-up.

Position Open

JUDICIAL COORDINATOR
to work out of the Dean of Students
office a minimum of 20 hours per week.
This is a paid position.

Requirements:
1. Some knowledge of the UNH judicial
system
2. Good written and oral skills
3. Junior status

Applications ~vailable in the
Dean of Students Office
Huddleston Hall.
For more info call Mike Finio at
2-2050

USO P~e~nts ~ -~ecturer -

TE[? HOWARD
WEDNESDAY APRIL 9, 1980 _
8:00 p.m. Granite State Room MUB
students $1.00 non-students $3.00 Tickets available at MUB ticket office and at door~

Author o these Bestselling Books on the Future:
"Who Should PlaJ,• God?", "Entropy: A New World View.", "The North Will Rise Again" and
Look for them at you.- local bo<>kstore.
"The Emerging Order."
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--editorial

Blit why won't they vote?
About 21 percent ofUNH's 10,500 students
voted in this week's student government
elections. That number is in line with voter
turnout the past few years.
At first look it's easy to invoke that ever-grim
spectre--student apathy. Oh (wail) the students
don't care, the student goveinmenteers cry, look
at the bad students ignoring University issues.
But, gee, the students sure seemed involved
during New Hampshire's presidential primary.
Then there was that throng of students that
marched across campus in October, chanting
''We want kegs." And all along students have
been vocal 1n protest against nuclear power and
possible reinstitution of the draft.
But why, then, do students let out a collective
yawn at student election time?
There are a few possible reasons. Among

them are:
,
-Lack of understanding about what student
government actually does.
· -Lack of faith in what student government
does.
·
-Lack of contact with student senators and
other student government leaders.
If students are going to give a damn about
student government, they're going to have to be
educated about what it is, what it does, and what
its purpose is. A government cannot operate in a
vacuum.
What this me.,an~ i'1 that the student ecna.to.n,
and the student body president and vicepresident must do more than attend StudentSenate meetings, Senate committee meetings,
and hang out in their section of the MUB. They
have to get out in~ the community ( and notj~t
at election time) and talk up the issues with the

students.
They have to let students know throuiz}i
personal contact in the dorms, fraternities, tlie
MUB, and other gathering places that they are
there worldng and willing to listen to the
students. This ·way maybe faith in student
government can be restored.
They are our student leaders and they have to
become vocal and visible in the University
community. Their work in the administrative
labyrinthes is important, but if students don't
know who they are and what they're doing.
what·s the point"t
Newly elected Student Body President Bob
.Coates s~ys he wants the Senate to look beyond
the walls of the MUB. Let's hope he succeeds.
If students
aren't coming to student
government, it's time for student government to
come to the students.

Guns, guns, flashing bright...
When they kick at your front door
How you gonna come
With your hands on your head
Or on the trigger of your gun?
_
-The Clash, "Guns of Brlxtot>n
In San Salvador on ·s unday: their slain
Archbiships's funeral erupted in explosions
and submachine s.!!E- fire; forty people ended
up trampled or I shot to death. -Soldiers once
shot sixteen onlhe steps of that cathedral,
and the Archbishop was-assassinated there
during Mass. Nearby: another of those
embassy-hostage scenes.
In most of the other countries there,
domestic pqlicies inwlve .trained rats,
electrodes, and sending severed hands and
other bodyparts ofdissidents to their next of
kin. Mengele and Somoza are now honored .
guests of state in Paraguay.
One's first impulse upon reading the
grotesqueries following a Central or South .
American dateline is to fly down to the
southern tip of Mexico with a chainsaw and
cut tlie- whole torture-wracked continent
loose, casting them on the Pacific, retaining
only Jorge Luis Borges, Jorge Amado, and a
thin section of waterfront in Rio.
.Absunlity is the only defense against the
implications of such horror; rationalization
is impossible. As this morning's Boston
Globe review ofV.S. Naipaul's new book on
the Third World pointed 01:1~ ~oseph
Conrad's Kurtx, from "Heart ofDarkness't,
lives not only in "Apocalypse Now", but in
apocalypse, now. Victims of such savagety
have three options,joining up, surrendering,
and dying. In Cambodia, Pol Po~ perhaps
the worst of all, simplified those last two
options.
All too often those choosing the fight and
most likely die option become the bad guYiS,
the black hats, as the Iranian students have.
Only the Sandinistas and Zimbabwe
Rhodesions, who actually won, then failed to
become mindless tyrants themseslvesgained any sympathy in America outside the
Universities·.

The Ttipamaros and the rest take their
desperate, killinJ;? stands, and are perceived
.as pagan thug~ when the by~tandsers begin
to fall. The brutality, the malignancy of the
·regimes they fight is more of a footnote,
sometimes lost in the "dramatic seige"
stories. A ~tu_d e4t in a ski mask holdigg i!in.
Uzi 9mm to the head, of a hog-tied,
stumbling American -·diplomat is a go<l)d
visual for the Evening News, unlike the o~camera dismemberment of thousands of
people with hard-to-pronounce names who
no one's ever heard of. Even the supposedly
less sensational print journalists fall victim
to this, describing ranson demands in t:Jlie
millions on page one, and relegating the
motivations for the "terrorist takeover" to
the carryover on page 42.
i
It is frequently said that viole~ce iis
violence, repression no different than gunsblazing revolt (This by the more rational pf
patrlqts _. Jie~, in blasting the _. lnmian
students.) We~,_tell that to the Daughters of
the American revolution. Certainly Ghandi
would not last long in present-day
Venezuela.
Can the students coming over the walls
with knives clenched in their teeth Ile
compared to the guys with the boots and
_electrodes lurking behind those walls? It is
said they are all condemned, livin2 ~d dvin£?
by the gun. The Clash sin~ "Death or Gloey,_
the same old story." But all too often
America d the wrong shooter.
The situation in Iran has forced some
Americans to examine that fact; if th~y
hadn't by the 100th Day, 60 Minute:s'
commemorative reoort on the Savak and its
ties to America· ml!y hl!~ brought theim
around. How many saw the face 01
Secretary-General Waldheim when he met
with the crippled victims of SAVAK, and
held a baby without arms. Unspeakable
things. Iranians' fury no longer seemed
insane.
It is strange that the ones who still aren't
listening to the other side ofthe story are the
ones who are most concerned with ·issues
of if a government doesn't trust me with a
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gun, than l dare not trust that Government
Not all such cadres are thus explainable.
The PLO and the IRA and Puerto Ri~o's
FALN seem as much the products of ageold ethnic hatreds as aiiy contemporary
repressions. And who is _oppressing the
members of the Baader-Meinhof Gang, the_
Sumbionese Liberation Anny, and Italy's
Red Brigades? They want better jobs and a
more equitable distribution of wealth. Why
do the children of the rich tum violently
Marxist? Simple, well-fed guilt? Patty
Hearst heard the burst of Roland's
Thompson Gun, as Warren Zevon
expressed it in one of his mercenary epics,
but what, oh what did she hear in it? What
makes lower-class .English iu-deboys like
The Clash write songs like Guns On the
Roof and Guns of Brixton? There's no
justiceless Gun Court in Liverpool. Are they
that afraid that someday soon there might
be?
It is true that in the South-American and
African and Iranian states, those involved in
violent upheaval are poorer and less
educated. too. In cou.ntries like our own,
·, change doesn't have to be viol~!1½·some · ·
piaces the system wo.rks. I~ ~e U.S. of ~e
can vote against things hke the cnmmal
code revision, Senate Bill Sl 722 (look that
one us folks J, even though if may-_~e in
vain cir at least write our congressman about
it without hearing a boot on the door in the
night I can't envision a Guns ofPortsmouth
anytime soon.
But for something like 70 percent of the
people in the world, repression and violence
are daily facts oflife. Sooner or later they
have to choose sides. The horror, the horror.
Americans still support Marcos and most
of the South American dictators, despite the
lessons of Iran and the efforts of Amnesty
International and the lofty words ofCarter's
now-discarded Human Rights stance. I
don't think we can any longer be surprised
when the downpressed, as they say in
Trenchtown, rise with their guns instead of
their hands in the air.

A:
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...........------letters~-•oonies
To the Editor:
Yes, what a beautiful day to walk
to class through good old Durl1am
town! But wait, how shall I avoid those
Moonies up ahead, in front of ATO?
Ah, y~s, 111 just cross the street and all
of my troubles will be solved, or will
they?
The practice ofavoidingthese people
has become routine to me and others.
Rev. Moon's organization thrives on
such lack of concern. Rev. Moon
wouid. iove to see all of us on one of !tis
"funny farms" for a weekend.
You can be assured that after a few
days of concentrated chanting (down
on the farm), you will not care about
your money or anything else except
being a Moonie. As you know, power
and profit are the Reverend's goals,
despite what you may have read in their
propaganda-filled newspaper, The
World Student Times.
You! Yes, you-crossing the street
anyway to deal with this problem. This
sick, power-hungry genius has
developed a process that:_~~Qerces
people into this cult.
It starts with signing a petition that
states a general belief; the Soviet
Union's invasiop of Afghanistan is
wrong; and then continues with the
hiddeh sales pitch for a free dinner at
Reverend Moon's pad.
People who are weak and lonely are
the prime target of the Moonies,
therefore they are the most endangered ·
by this "Moonie Madness." These
Moonies ha~e been progra~med to

consistently harass you, if you show
any weakness or interest in their cult.
Locally, their new headquarters off
Mill Pond Road makes me and my
fellow students readily available for
constant harassment; Morning, Moon
and Night; by this army of Moonies.
Although, you might not be Moonie
material or even care about the
Moonies, remember those close to you
who are!
Help a person or friend out who is
surrounded by these programmed
babbling Moonies by stepping in the
conversation. DO SOMETHING!
This could be an extremely difficult
situation for the person involved
(surrounded).
Someday this Moonie cult will effect
us all if we continually cross that road
(Main Street) of apathy. Let's all start
our own "anti-Moonie movement;"
this is a job for all you students and
people-NOT GOVERNMENT! Only
y<>u and I can prevent this, let's not be
harassed any longer!
.
Charles Otto Puth

that a true testimony of concern should
start here with these smaller problems
while a continuing effort is made to
work on the other environmental issues
that always confront -Us.
One day-f total. cleanup with all the
students and faculty involved would
seem to be a positive affirmation of our
concern and dedication to a problem
which affects all of our communities.
Let's try to infect everyone with a zeal
for keeping our communities
beautiful. T_he Earth Day celebration is
a good place to start.
L. Pondi

Blood
To the Editor:
Spring and_your Red _C ross Blood-"'
mobile will soon arrive in Durhamf"'9
Since both visitors bring the promise
of better things to come, it seems quite
natural to choose the theme "Paint a
Better Rainbow" for their joint
appearance April 14th through the
17th at the Memorial Union from IO
a.m. to 3 p.m. each day.
We will decorate to reflect the beauty

the
new
·ban1pshire

P.S. Remember it did not take Hitler
long in Germany. Let's prevent history
from repeating itself.

Earth Day
To the Editor:
I read with interest the article in your
paper on the planned celebration for
Earth Day. One thing that seemed to be
missing in the planned demonstration
of oneness with the environment was
the lack of actual doing; to improve
.what is.
As I look around campus and see the
litter and the lack oTconcern by many
for retaining and adding to the beauty
of Durham and the University, I feel

about letters
accepts all re,;pcJ.nsible letters to the editor
.
_and prints th~ as space allows, buf cannot guaran_tee the in-:
clusion of any letter. ' . . . .
. - --. ;- ·- .
All l~tte(S must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500
w9r~. in or.~er to be printed. All letters are subjected to minor. , /
editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor"'s.
l Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151,
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N'.H. 03824
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of this glorious new season as we greet
you, who like spring, are our hope for
the future! We beg you, in return, to
keep spring awake as you, too, renew
life!
. A rainbow can make you believe
again-a rainbow can make dreams
come true! So believe-chase away the
clouds for the-one who needs you! Let
him have dreams too as you help us to
.. Paint a Better Rainbow."
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Jarry Stearns
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ls your skin hungry? Do you want to know about love
under the sun? Do people get the wrong impression
of you when you do weird things with your body?
!hen the week of activities April 7-10 is for
)'OU/ It is all about living and loving.
It's-for men. It's/or women.
It's for getting together.

APRIL7-10

.

·_

.

.

April7~10

.

A week of activities sponsored by
.
Office of Residential Life, Dean of Students Office,
Student Caucus and _the Human Sexuality Center
Keynote SP80ker:
From Coloradol
Exclusive Durham ehgagementl

ANNE. WILSON-S.CHAEF
noted femlnlsttheraplst and
human relations consultanl,
speaking on:

THE SYSTEMS OF TH·ESEXES:
Barriers and Bonuses
Of the Two-Sex System

8 p.m., Monday. Aprll 7
. MUB Cafeteria Tickets $1 at t~e MUI Ticket Offlc•

Monday,4/7
12-f Brother Blue
Soul-Story Telling
(Belknap/MUB)
1: 30-3 Skin Hunger Workshop
(Devine Lounge)
4-5: 30 Brother Blue
(Gibbs Hall/Quad)
6-7 Brother Blue
. (Babcock)
8 pm Anne Wilson-Schaef
(Cafeteria/MUB)
Tuesday, 4/8
io-12 Anne-Wilson Schaef Workshop
(Belknap RM)
12-1 Women & Aging - B. Roberts
(Belknap RM)
.
1: 30-3 Being Male Today
Panel Discussion
4-5 Body Language Workshop
Anne Dubois
.
(Bleknap RM)
7 pm Domestic Violence
'~nel Presentation
· rafford RM)

Wednesday, 4/9
11-12 Gayness- Women Workshop
K.Speare
(Belknap RM/MUB)
. 12-1: 30 Leo Buscaglia
A Film on Love
(Durham RM/MUB)
1: 30-3 Power & Communication
Between Men & Women
Panel Presentation (M & F)
(Belknap RM) -....
4-6 Ken Sole & B. Brockelman
Workshop on Male/Female
Power
(Belknap RM)
7-8: 30 ·Poetry & Fiction Reading
Bill Burtis, Bill Schielz
Larkin Warren, Sue Wheeler
(StokeLounge) thursday, 4/10
11-12 Gayness-Men Workshop
(Belknap RM)
12-1 Self-esteem & Loveability
E.Becker
-(Belknap Rm)
1: 30-3 Female Sexuality Workshop
. J. Marsh
(BelknapRM) .
7-9 Astrology
.
Sun Sign Compatibility
(Congreve)
9 pm Massage Workshop
R. Stock
(Hubbar d)
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!~'!c~ho~een:UN~!!'!}!:g!~.~d ~r -~ eppelin
·

Every year at WUNH a new ·.
group of students takes charge of
the University's radio station. And
every year this group of students
tries to answer the question of
what should a college radio station
be.
In WUNH's effort to "entertai~
and inform," which "Sleepy" John
Palmer says is WUNH's purpose, ·
the station offers a range of
programming that can only be
duplicated by an active hand . on .
the radio. dial. However, how best
to "entertain and1nform" is not an
easy question, especially when, as
disc jockey Tom Christie says,
"there are a lot of individual people
here." ·
Bill Oram, WUNH~ ckeply
religious program director, is one
of those people. His decision to
schedule "mellow rock" until 1:30
in the afternoon has met with
mixed reaction, particularly from
the more secular disc jockeys.
"We don't play enough rock and
roll," says Russ Dumont, assistant
nro2ram director.
According to Grant, a survey·of
W_U NH's listeners showed its
audience in the morning to be
mostly female. He says women like
soft rock and oldies and points to
the high ratings of WEEI-FM,
Boston's soft rock station, and
WROR, Boston"s oldies station, as
evidence that this is what people
.
are listening to.
Not everyone agrees though that
ratings are what WUNH should be
striving for. "They're into
professionalism, trying to beat out
WHEB," says Christie, a late night
rock and roll disc jockey.
"In the past we've had the
distinction of being a basic hard
rock and roll station and that's
ridiculous," Grant said. "I don't
think we should be catering to a
cult. Those are the type of people I
don't want to have as friends or
listeners anyway."
But rockers are an obstinate lot.
The 9 a.m. requests for Van Halen
still come in, Grant says, and it is
difficult to keep the jocks from
throwing on the Clash now and
.then.
"I'd love to take out a half-page
ad in The New Hampshire," Grant
says, "but I can't because there's
not enough discipline among the
jocks. One thing that disturbs me is
students consider themselves as
doi~g the station a favor by doing a
show.
Station manager "Sleepy" John
Palmer says that although he
. enjoys geing assaulted by Led·
Zeppelin in the morning, he agrees
there is a problem with discipline
at the station. In an attempt to
:tighten the station up, a new set of
,rules has been handed out to ,

•

in

the a.m.?

Working at a radio s~ation is
offices" is rule number 4.
-Au we're trying to do is make fun. Russ Dumont works m Dover
the place more efficient," Palmer by day an~ rocks at ~UNH ~y
,says. "We're not trying to make !light. He is the cla_ssic FM disc
JO~key: smoot~ talkmg and deep
anyone feel unwelcome."
WUNH is also considering yoice~ on the ~tr and a dan~r. and
locking, its door and installing a ima~mary guitar player· m the
buzzer on the outside for those studio.
Dumont worries about t.he new
who want to get in. These stricter
policies are intended to keep the trainees. "They don't have . many
number of record thefts at the vices," he says. They do like to
virtually non-existent level they . ~arty, but they aren't t~e type w~o
are now and increase the amount · hke to party until they re
of work done at the 1750 watt vegetables."
Drinking and smoking in the
radio station.
They're trying to reduce the stud_io is of course strictly
number of people in there," forbidden (rules number 7 and 8).
In contrast to the rather
Christie who is also an assistant
progra~ director, says. "I'm there h~donistic Dumont ~s pro_gr~m 1.
a lot to do my job-30 hours a di.rector and-born-_agam Chnsttan
week--but I'm also there to · Bill Grant. Grant is an outspoken
socialize."

Chris:ti:an· who s::ays: he'£ not one of

WUNH's seventy people have
seven rooms in the bottom of the
MUB in which to socialize. At one
end of the station is the "on air"
studio which contains thousands
of records, two turntables, one
telephone (862-2222), and one disc
jockey. At the other end is the
business office where Palmer,
Grant, and business manager Dee
Holden handle WUN H's $46,000 a
year budget.
In between the business and the
music •rooms is WUNH's largest
room---the lounge. A coffee pot
with a 10¢ a cup sign sits on an
empty spealcer case. Against a
, newly painted white wall rests an
ugly black, high-backed plastic
couch. In the center is Saura
Benson's desk.
Benson's is the station's
secretary and one of only five
women on WUNH's staff. She is
thin, blonde, friendly, just turned
eighteen, and is there to socialize.
Working at a station that is
ninety percent guys is "the best
part," according to Benson.
However, having relationships at
WUNH is not so easy.
"They may be great for a while,"
she says, "but then you break up
and you have to deal with them on
a day to day basis."
Benson thinks she's the youngest
person in a student organization
and she's glad "Sleepy" John, who
worked with her at a resteraunt last
summer, asked her to be WUNH's
$2.40 an hour secretary. "It's a
good feeling to walk down the hall
of the MUB and be able to say
hello to people," she says.
"Sleepy" John, who is now in
charge of WUNH, got his
nickname by falling asleep- on the
air while playing a Livingston
Taylor album. Because it was past
midnight and he was alone in the
station, his fifteen minute nap went
undisturbed until a photographer
who was working late in the
darkrooms came to inquire about
the "thup, thup, thup" on the air.

~h~se p~ople who can keep God
inside himself.
"Every day I'm getting more and
more evangelical." he says.

According to ,.
Grant, a survey_
of WUNH's
listeners showed
its audience in
the mornine to,
be mostly
female. He says .
~omen like soft
rock and oldies ...

Station Manager Sleep! John Palmer (left, with shades) a·nd
business manager Dee Holden are in charge of WUNH's 1 750
watts and $46,000 budget through next December' 31i
(Jonathan Blake photo)

"Last semester I was doing four
or five shows and I was playing
some Christian songs on them.
People at the station were very
touchy about it, but I was
Grant, 21, has .lived in Durham stubborn. If I was doing all the
most of his life and is the son of Art work, I was going to play the
Grant, Secretary ·of the University songs I wanted," he says.
· System. He wears a Dutch boy
Marc Strauss, however, a public
haircut, a silver ball on his right affairs announcer at WUNH for
earlobe, and his face is covered . over two years, was not so
with the stubble of a beard on the , fortunate. He was canned for
way.
running a show that had embers
"You have to give your life , of the Revolutionary Communist
away," Grant says. "As unfair as' Party (RCP) on.
that may seem, the bible says your
A tape of Strauss's "Ideas and
can't serve two masters."
Options" show somehow made its 1
"I'd like to start going around , way into the hands of J. Gregg
and witnessing in secular places.tJ Sanborn, director of student
(Witnessing, according to Grant, is 1 affairs, who was disturbed with the
spreading the word.) I'd like to content of the show.
,
have the guts to go into the Catnip
The RCP members were on the ·
Pub and go in there and witness air supporting the Mao
and Christian music," he says.
Defendants, a group of people who
Grant plays ~'progressive
were arrested in Washington, D .C.
Cliristian music" on a Sunday . while protesting the visit of
morning show called Morning Chinese Vice-Premier Teng Hsiao
Star. He also tends to slip
inspiritual songs on his other :· pin~.
As reported in the M~rch 7 issue
shows, and Charistian music is
of The New Hampshire, Sanborn
sometimes heard weekday
temporarily withheld permission
mornings on the soft rock shows he
supporters of the Mao
for
des.i ed.
Defendants to meet in the MUB.
This wa~ also the last "Idea~ <2nti
Options' s!to~ Str_auss did _o~ the
Free Waves," as WUNH calls
itself.
"Legally,_ you . have to P!esent ·

opposing viewpoints," says Grant.
"Marc tends to present the leftist
view and not the right.'!
"The Maoists came on and were
very crude in their language. They
said motherfucker and shit a few
times. Marc should have taken a
break right then and asked them
not to swear," Grant says.
"One guy stated their goal was
the violent overthrow of the
. 2ovemment and that by law is
treason. At that point I would have
punched him in the face. He should
have asked them to leave right
then," Grant says.
Advocating the violent
overthrow of the goverriment is
not treason and is totally protected
by the First Amendment.
Punching people in the face,
however is assault, and not legal.
Regardless, Strauss is gone and
WUNH now has rule number 14,
"never swear on the air or allow
guests to use profanity," and rule
number 15, "screen any potential
material."
Rounding out the "Free Waves"
rules on free speech is rule number
13, "no jock should ever use
his/ her show to talk about
controversial issues (abortion,
politics, et. al.)."
Maybe it's time to ask again,
what should a college radio station
be?

The New Hanipshire is
accepting applications
for ad associate
until

April -8.

Apply in Rm. 151 of the MUB.
Bill Grant, WUNH's program director, decides what sounds will Dow from 91.3 FM on your
radio dial. WUNH Is commercial-free with a radius of 50 miles and a potential audience of one
,
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Fu~jonjazz

•

in

the form of Pat Metheny
By David Eliiott
The Pat Metheny Group
delivered a fine set of their unique
brand of fusion jazz to an excited
capacity crowd of 800 in the
Granite State Room of the MUB
Wednesday night.
· The band ripped through eight
songs in an hour and a half, and
then thrilled the crowd with a
rousing rock and roll encore
entitled." Amei:ican .Garage."
The quar!_et opened the set with'
"Heartlan~•-~ song off their latest
album "Amet1can Garage." They
ran directly into another cut off the
new album entitled "Airstream."
Pat Metheny then came center
stage to address the crowd for the
first of only four times in the·
concert

Since- ~11 the miu:ic w~s:

instrumental, they used no vocals.
The slight Metheny came
forward dressed in a red jersey,
blue jeans and tennis sneakers. He
;~xpressed pleasure at being at
UNH and told the crowd he "had a
lot of catching up to do." This was
Metheny's first visit with his own
band. He had played several times
with the Gary Burton Quintet.
, Pat Methenv had a rather brief
and enviable -college career. He
was . gra·nted a full, four . year
scholarship to the Uriiyersity of
Miami, but spent only one
semester as a student before he was
asked to join the faculty of the·
music department. While on the
c
faculty, he performed with such
Pat Metheny performed his unique version of jazz in the · notables as Della Reese, Louise
Granite State Room of the MUB Wwednesday niglit. The con- Bellson, and Pea_rl Bc!_i_ley. He also.
cert was sponsored by MUSO. (Chris Hart photo)
met for the firs~ ome,~urrent band, ·
·
members bassist Mark Egan and

TBS's The Gin
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From Miami, Metheny moved
north to Boston's Berklee College
of Music, where, with the help of
Gary Burton, he landed a position
on the faculty. All this at age 19.
Burton then convinced Metheny
to join his band and play 12-string
electric guitar. While with the
Burton a.,µintet, Metheny got
together with.University olN!nmi,
friends Egan and Gottlieb, added
pianist Lyle Mays, and cut his
second solo album, "Watercolors."
Preferring music to conversation, Metheny led the band into ,
anotlier song after his brief address
· to the audience. The song "April
Joy" featured Mark Egan on a fine .
bass solo.
.
.
From there they went mto
another "Garage" cut entitled "'~he
, hp1c. ·· 1 nts nneen-mtnute versmu
gave the crowd a better look at '
Lyle Mays as he played a_ delicate
five-minute solo on his Steinway to
beJrin the song.

The band· went from functional
to far out on their next number, a
new song yet to be named, though
Metheny later told the audience he
was thinking about calling it "I
Don't Want to Get Drafted."
Metheny joined i,n, playing
twelve string electric guitar
mounted on a stand. . white,Gottlieb hammered out a steady
.rhyfhm on the rim of his drums.
1ietneny left the stage for a brief
break while his cohorts played on.
Mays strummed an autoharp as
well as playing organ and
synthesizer, and Egan left his bass.
to _' pick up various percussion
instruments.
The crowd seemed to enjoy the
show, giving the band a standing
ovation. The group returned ~ few
minutes later to reward the
·audience with a high energy rock
and roll version of "American
Garage."

features,etc.

Game:drummerDanGottlieb.

•
desolation is
trump
She is also alone, unloved.
,
Seamon's-and Cecil's portrayals
of their character'F" express -this .
pain and lonelines crisply. Weller
and F onsia need each other to
survive the old folks home where
By Dana Jennings
there are also "so many damn
empty looks on face after face."
In a scene towards the end of
They need to love each other,
but can only offer· cruelty,
The Gin Game Weller Martin
\ooks up into a pre-thundei: shower
confrontation, and then awkward
sky that is etched with lightning.
attempts at apology .. ,.
He says everything is "getting
They live their · tattered
bathrobed, baggy ankled lives out
darker, getting darker and
amid talk of funeral arrangements,
darker."
It is a darkness that r~rvades
prayer meetings, an~ _th~!_apping
this finely wrought play about two glow of black and white TV.
old people consigned w -an old
Life is the gin gameand verbal
folks home· where their only
sparring-probing and jabbing at
excitement is warring with each
the other person's psyche trying to
other over the gin rummy table.
hurt to soothe personal
Ed ward Seamon as Weller
frustration.
Martin and Jane Cecil as F ons_ia .
Fonsia and Weller meet on a
Dorsey give strong, believable
battlefield of desolation-a faded,
paint peeling, warped porch.
p~rformances a~ t~o old people
They're -surrounded - by the
haunted by the1r pasts, presents,
accouterments of old age: a ricketr
and bleak futures .

The Gin Game by ·n. L.
Coburn is currently at Theatre
by the Sea in Portsmouth.
Directed by Peter Thompson.

.Beneath all the play's
banter is a sharp sadness.
The Pulitzer Prize winning
dus{y bookshelf full of books with
drama centers on Weller's and
broken bindings, a fraying braided
Fonsia's gin rummy games. Weller
rug, weather-worn milk crates
teaches Fonsia the game and fails
f"ll
d
· h d"
d d
d ·
I
to beat her. As Fonsiacontinuesto
e wit · tscar e recor s,
magazines, and books, and a dead
win, Weller, who fancies himse11 a
plant listing to one side brown and
card sharp gets
madder and
d r~
.
ma dd er, berating her beginner's
Beneath all the play's banter is
luck.
He gets angry enough to knock sharp sadness. Fonsia and Weller
are 'trapped in their seperate
over the ~rd table~ Re also
cocoons of frustration. They .
cannot break through to the ;
threatens to beat her with his cane.
- For Weller, the gin game is · - other's side.
another defeat in his life. He has
Seamon and Cecil let us know
l~s~ hi~ business, his f~!)lily doesn't
there is a mental bond between the ·
·v1s1t him, and he has been put in an , two with their subtle playing of the
old folks home, and now he's roles. But there is no touching, , no
losing to a w.oman in gin rummy.
resolution. They are separated by
The victories are hollow for
the gin game, seperated by
Fonsia. She doesn't want to win.
themseJves.
They do_n't n_iean anythin~ to her.
Jane Cecil and Edward Seamon are featured as Fonsia Dorsey and Weller Martin in Theatre b)' .
the Sea's bittersweet comedy, The Gin Game, which runs through_ Apr.J.l 20., (Phqt_e ,ie:ourtesy ,(jf
..,BS).
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If you're starting to look at life after
college, try our "basic" outlook. Apply
{or the special Two-Year Army ROTC
Program during your sophomore
year. Attend a six-week Basic Camp
this summer and earn $500. It's
tough. But the people who can
manage it are the people we want to
serve as officers in the active Army
or Reserves~ Do well ·at Basic and
you can qualify for the Army ROTC
Advanced Program in the fall. You'll
earn $1 00 a month for 20 months
your last two. years in college. And
the opportunjty for a two-year full
tuition scholarship. You'll also receive
the extra credentials that will ··
distinguish you in whatever career
you may choose. Try our "basic
outlook on life. ·
11

CALL:

862-101 a

IIIY·IDTC.
THE TIO-YEii
PIDIIII.
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Rates: $1.00 for 45 words per insertion
Each additional

Class Ads

run:$1.00

· summer Sublet-Durham 2 rooms, full bath
and kitchen, TV phone. Furnished. Perfect
for two people. on campus convenience.
Rent negotiable. (Live molt of May frffl)
Wanted: Female roommate to share two. Call 868-7359 anytime 414.
bedroom apartment In Dover on the
Bellamy River. Prefer an older student. No
drugs. Rent S100 monthly plus uttlltles (Gas
heat) Call evenings or before 7:30 a.m. be
persl1tant Ifs a great place 414.
Found: A gl111 sliver watch In the fleld In front
of Congreve Hall. Call 2-2237 alk for Jeff.
Charming, antiqued, vlctorlan, whallng,
'14
humble, heavenly summer sub-let fn
Durham. Got to see to bellevell Inquire now
at 868-1298 or come to cocktail hour 5:00
p.m. any day, 19 Main St. Apt. 2 (Red Towers)
418.
TYPING-Retired secretary. ExperleAced In all
Summer Sublet-Durham 1 bedroom apt. partypes of term papers. Also, resumes, letters,
tly furn. great locaHon, 270 mo/ plus elecartlcle1, etc. Located walking distance to
trlclty, available mid-May, rent starts In
UNH. Call Anita 868-1078. 20 !.<!~ Court,
June. Call Shelly or Irene at 868-9899 414.
.:::,_
urham. 4111.
D_

help wanted

· for rent

SUMMER JOIS • Hotel on coast of southern
Maine (OgunquH)needl chambermaids, of,;:
flee person. Salary, tips and room.
Wrlte:Mrs. Brenda Blake, Wavescre1t Drive
York Harbor, Me.. 03911, or tel. '207-36wsi6.

.,...,

Situations wanted: Two serious college
sophomores looklng for a famltv to live wfth
In the commlng year. Wllllng fo help with
housework. can Charlyn or Nancy at 8689812. 414.
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year round.
Europe, s. America, Australia, Alla, Etc. All
Fleldl, S500-S1,200 monthly. ExpeN81 paid.
Sightseeing. Free Information Wrtt.:UC, lox
51-45 Corona Del Mar, Ca 92625 4118.

services

Mature, playful, "Hv•ln" to care for two Independent athleHc boys ages 9-11 while
parents work full-time. Some housekeeping;
mostly companionship. Car required.
salary, plus large, 1eml-furnl1hed studio apt.
with kitchen, bath, private entrance. Rte.
155 In Lee. Part-time student or gradualt
preferred for Sept. to June. Weekends free.
Cnll

t.so.ssso·

N

wrlto e/n Jnrvl• Qfd

4

Durham, NH 03824 414.
For Rent-Summer Sublet-Westgate. large 2
bedroom w/w carpet, laundry, central vac.,
5 ml from campus on K-Van $250 mo partially furnished 749-1387 414.
SUMMER SUBLET-On Dover K-Van Route. 3
bedroom house, carpeted, next to A&P
$400/month. call 868-9723 or 2-1296 and alk
for Don or or Dave.
CAPE COD-Roomate1 wanted for a newly
build house located 4 mlles from Chatham
Center, If Interested, call Cathy or Wes at 2·
1610 or 868-9765. Must call by Wednesday
Aprll2
FOR RENT: Ogunquit summer rental. 2 bdrm,
kitchen, bath, furnished. Accomodates 4.
June 1-Sept. 5 lease; no pets, $200 weekly.
Weekdays 603-431·1068 Sundays 207-6463729.
Ogunquit summer rental, studio efficiency.
Aecom. 2 June 1-Sept 5 lease, no pets. $100
weekly. Weekdays 603-431-1068. Sundays
207-646-3729
WANTED for summer, beginning May 15:
Female companion to llve with elderly
woman. In Durham, salary, room and
board. Light housekeeping duties. Car
available. Inquire room 317 James Hall. 4122
Webster hou. .summer Sub-let-2 bedroom
Apt. with large llvlng room, kitchen-thick
wall to wall carpeting • Fully furnished •
Private entrance • Borders Campus and
downtown • Call for Information. 868·
.
2~
Summer Sublet-Durham with fall option.
Charming one bdrm. apt. wall-wall carpet
bay window, part-furn. Excel. locaHon on
Madbury Rd. Heat Incl. Call 868-7020. 4115.

Apartment for summer sublet with fall option
avallabl•located In Red Tower Apartments
at 19 main St. Durham. Two Bedrooms, two
bathrooms, llvlng room, kitchen, and utlllty
room, Call Jim or Jake 868-1354. 4118.
Want to rent: mature married couple with
no children or pets want summer rent June
1st thru labor day Portsmouth-Durham area
Call 1•207-363-6693 before 4:30 4114.
S..- Sublet (fall op~llea■tifal two Wroom apt. betw
Durtwn/Nmkt, Fally fun. qaeen and doable bed (■o1 ui fa!Q.
Sanny, qlliet. garden ,-ible. Anilable 511-113' or t.'l-113'.
On I-Van. Pref. grad, ltaff. '351/-ath aegotiahle.
Arrangemmt po.;b1e for reatan willing to let oae of .,,_,

""""'O\'tt

3 aighta'week daring • - .,l,ooL s....rity .
c1ep. •1st.'Call Lyu or Lai. '5,_2172. ~,

lelWIII

%Apart....,11 for Rent ui o,,...,, (atnlly !orated .., the lariVan. I , bedroom, I.mag . _ de,, and kitdim • Luma..
Rent '5%5 iadudes Beat and eledrieity. I 3 ~ 1mJ11
, _ aad kitchen, real _ . iDdudes heat and eleetrieity. Leaoe
Reqaired Starla Jaae ht. No peu,. Call 1,z.1• ~ 71: 9
p.m.~,

Mature, playful, "llv•ln" to care for two Independent, athletic boys ages 9-11 while
parents work tull time. Some houskeeplng;
mostly companionship. Car required.
salary, plus large, semlfurnl1hed studio apt.
with kitchen, bath, private entrance. Rte.
155 In Lee. Partttme student or graduate
preferred for Sept. to Jun• commitment.
Weekends tree. Call 659-5559 or write c/o
Jarvis, RFD 1 Durham, NM 03824. 4122.

__
_______________

'FOR SALE: In-town ·Durh_am, very close to
UNH: seven room, custom built garrison. 3
bedroom, 2¼ baths, huge family room.
Beamed celllng In large llvlng/dlnlng room.
Hardwood floors throughout. Many extras.
4122
1-plus acre. $85,000. 868-2284.
CAR FOR SALE-1974 Pinto, good condition,
great gas mileage lot of work Just put Into It.
Only s1,000. can Margo at 868-9857. 414.
73 1chevy Impala- Runs. looks excellent.
,lnow tires, automatic, power steering,
bra1<e1. 20 mpg.--Sfereo 1peake11. $'1~. Jon
659-5083. 4111
For SOie Fisher 4030 receiver. 15 watts per
channel. And two Holmes 50 speakers.
Good condition. S-130. Call Ed. Room 327, 2·
1584. 868-9862. 418.
For Sale: Calculotor•Unl1onlc 1099 with
memory, Log, trig, and square root functions. S12.00 calll68-9789 or 2·2172 ask tor
Denise. 4118. _
For sale. Boy's red 21" Concord Freedom 10
speed bike. '79 model. Qnly used a few
times. Perfect condition. 749-284't. 411
Stereo Components at the lowest prices:
Onkyo, Technlcs, JVC, Pioneer, and many
more-call Greg at 436-4547. Fully Guaranteed. 418
samoyed pup-Not yet born, due In 2nd
week of April. Pedigree dog with AKC
papers ready to go In 8 weeks. Asking S150200 yet neaottabfe. Call anytime preferably
after 6 p.m. 868-5081. Alk for Karen, If not In
leave message. 4/1
For Sale: Turntable, Craig 5101, ad,u1table,
tracking weight, anti-skate, be t drive,
manual, walnut veneer finish with dust
cover. Excellent condlflon. $80. Call klm
868-1027 or Matt 868-5989. 4111.
1970 OPEL KADETT-Good small car, needs a
few minor repairs, S200 or best offer. Call
George at 868-5498 4/4.
For SOie/ Techniques RS-M63 cauette deck.
Brand new, never used $350 value. WIii accept best offer 749-1387 4114.
For Sale: 1976 Dodge D-100 1/z ton pickup 6
cyl 3 speed, excellent condition, no rust,
2400-Call after 6:00 868-1260 418.
For sate• 1970 Yamaha 250cc Rd. (S275),
72" Naugahlde couch (S40), Ka1t1e 190 cm_
Skis Never used (S100), Pioneer hl~ck
($40), 2 fine Walnut end tabl81 (S2!i pr.), 2
large lamps ($20 pr.),Woman'1 Koflach
foam Ski Bootl, size 7 (S30, reg. S125), 1946
Lafrance fire truck• Call Artie 659-3783 or
659-2457. 4111
For SOle:1977 Scout II, excellent condlflon,
304 V-8 engine, 4 wheel drive, takes regular
gas, SONI FM call8tte deck with Jensen
fitaxlall Included, radial tlres1 never been
plowed. S4200 Call 868-1034. 4'ftf1.
For Sale: 1975 VW Rabbit. Good gas
mlleaC:4. No rust. S950 or best offer. Call
664-2411"11(evenlngs).

1

llewaniia« S . - at ell--.! eamp for -,eaal llflMI'
ehildrea. r.......i. HiD ui Foxhoro, 111A -a co■udan, kitehea,
llaff (liy&in). Offiee: ,1 So.th St, foxhon, 111A
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HELP WANTED-Waltre1181/kltchen help 164
Main St.. Newmarket 414.
1980 summer employmjtnt. Launch
operator-steward for a local yacht club.
Weekends May 23-June 15; full time June
20-Sept 1; weekends Sept 5-Oct 13. Must be
at least 18 years old and have some
boating experience. Coast Guard
registration deslreoble. E.O.E. M-F call· 8684111
o056 after 6 p.m.
The commuter/Transfer Center has the
followlna wor1<1tudy-1tudent houri'! positions
gya!ICJbl• for the academl~t~:'~,1980-81.
, comTransfer/Orientation co-or
muter Crier Editor, Off-campus housing coordinator, General office · and program
help. If Interested, pick up appllcatton In R.
136 of the MUB. 4111.
The Commuter-Transfer Center has the
followlng full time work-study position for
the summer which entails the following:
Receptionist re1pon1lbllltle1, a1111tlng
students with houslna. some knowledae of
computer terrnlnal1 would be helpful.._ !f tnfere1tedf.lck up application In R. ~36 of the
Mub.411 .
Can You Quallty?
Management Trainee-Portsmouth-Dover
area. fxcepttonal opportunity for lndlvldual
,itlth enthusiasm and ambition. Good communicative lkllll a MUST. Salary, bonu181,
high commissions, Blue Crou/Shleld, Life Insurance. Background In business or soclal
science a plus. Training Provided. Send ·
Resume to: BINE><, P.O. Box 3294, Nashua, NH
03061. 4114.
Ambitious persons who want to earn but
who can only wo~ part-time. Opportunity
for good extra Income. Assistance given.
Write for appointment. Crown Developers.
211 ~~dg. Rd. Manchester, NH 03101 or
794118.
call
Crulsellsalllng expedltlon11/salllng camps.
No experience. good pay. summer. career.
Nationwide, worldwldel Send $4.95 for appllcatlon/lnfolreferral1 to Crulseworld 172
Box 60129, sacramento, CA 95860 4125.
Counselors: quallfled counselors needed
for 75 • member camps located In Northeastern U.S. July • August. Association of
Independent Camps 55 West 42nd St., NY
414
NY 10036. (212)736-6595
Wanted: Daytime companlbn. for young
handicapped male In Rye. Mon-Fri June ttl
Labor Day. Female preferred. Car
neceuary. Call 964-5505 otter 10 a.m.
Friday through weekend. During week call
4118
617-475-2981 after6p.m.
Crulse1hlp1/1alllng expldltlonsl/1alllng
camps. No experience. Good pay. summer
career. Nationwide, worldwide! Send S4.95
for appllcatlon/lnfolreferrall to Crulseworld
172 lox 60129, sacramento, CA 95860 4125

continued from page 3
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Friday at 2 p. m. for Tuesday's paper
Position Avallable: Dishwasher needed at
faculty center Weekdays 10:00 am-3pm
-""'tact Bruce at 862-1320 414.

Doug, 8oug, BID, Corley, Mark: Oh well, tt waa
a great weekend anyway-lef1 ... If we
can make It to the al~nlahter next yearll Stlll
the better half of F'na 41!

Attention: Educational Talent Search,. a
federal program helplng disadvantaged
N.H. residents with po1t-1econcfary
education plans, 11 looklng for 3 respon1lble
work-study students to work 20-40 hours a
week during summer. Job Involves offlc•
based a11r1tance such as contacting
college admlulon1 and flnanclal aid per•
1onnel and students via mall and
telephone, helplng with 1tatl1tlcal
gathering and followlng up on cllentl.
Preference given to studentl who can continue through academic year. Starting pay
$3.50-work study students o?. Contact
at RobinCarolyn Jullan 862-1562 or ap
son House, Rosemary Lane. ~1 .

Bob and Jodi: Good luck today and
tomonow at the POiis. You d . . .rvo 1Mi1•
COMMUTERS: Vote for student leaden on
April 1st and 2nd, at WSBE, Kingsbury, the
MUB, and the library. Residents can vote at
their dining halls and they usually outvote
you 3 to 1. make lttll'year an exception! You
__
are half the student body. 413.
vote for BOB COMES and JODI GOl'iriel:'1 tor
Student Body President and Vlc•Prestdent
· .,----:
on Aprll 1st and 2nd. 4zl/i3. ----'SENIORS: Yest You are allowed to ~ote, and
you should vote. After all, you ve been
around the longest. make thll a better
place for everyone next year and vote. 413.

Lloyd-SIT DOWNI Give Marie her bottle back
and thank you for being you, Roomle. Love,

To the guys that were calllng to the "Hlt~hcock Mutts" last Thursday night. Granted,
half the dorm leaves much to be desired,
but tton't bring the rest of us down with
them. Signed, the concerned residents on

Brad and Atvson-Next time you have a
"Bllnd" date let us know, we'll be glad to
·help agalnl Becky, LIia • Deeb 414.

Rides-Anyone driving to LAKE TAHOE In May?
Female rider looklng for transportation. WIii
share expen181. Nancy 749-1387.

~~

~

~

zi~1y

PIZZAS, SUIS, SALADS, SPAGHml LASAGNA.
ETC. Delivered to your campui Fraternity'
sorority rooml Nlahtty runs 9:30 and 11 :00
can 30 min. In advance 868-2224. RememCAT NIP PUB: Your ltve entertainment last ber Joie II Buying small used Reflgerators
night.
~~ _each can 862-3336 late
saturdaynlghtwasterlfflcll (P.,P., •&)414.

Juan, Whoop-dee-doo...glad your backlll
Quarters tonight at 8:001 Happy 21st with
love, The babel In Apt. 2 414.

°"

Mark-You're gorgeous, ya knowl Thanx for
lalt Fri. nlte, I hacfa great time. April 19th will
be better thol Congrats on Callf-l'm sure
"you guys" wlll have fun. Try to be good,
you homey plgl You're a yo-yol love,
Dorothy-miss Nahlua 414.
To Steve from Hunter (AKA Dr. Doollttle"' It
was fun meeting you that Friday Night at •
MUBI Maybe we can get together sometime
soon and you can teach me how to talk to
the anlmalsl Lisa from J.D. 414.
To the Brothers of Pike, Beware. Phi Mu
dlstructo Squad seeks revenge! A/4.
Congratulatton1 Rachel, Everyone 11
tooklng forward to working with you next
~~K
Lookout for the thermostat pollce. Big
Brother has come to Durham handing oul
S10,000 fines tor rooms being too warm.
Bang. Bang. Bang. OK, Buddy lef1 ... that
thermostat. 68 degree11 Cuff him. 414.
FIRST BLOCK PARTY OF 1980 will be at TKE In
one week on Friday April 11th from 4 p.m. to
1 a.m. You must buy tickets ahead of time
from any TKE brother or at TKE house. It
promises to be a good time and the best
party of the year. I. .'1 wlll be required 414.
To my big 111ter Lori (Big-Spoon) thanx for the
lc•cream dellght Sunday night. My fantasy
wlll come true when my prince rides
through the putty-snowy-white cream and
carries me away to the Land of Plzzal Love,
Louise 414.
To my fellow Phi Jan. We hope you can
return on the scene with a big 1mlle
because we all miss you 10. Love, trom all
the Phi's. 414.
To the lllters and pledges of Phi Mu. I hope
you have a wonderfurta1ter hollday and I
look forward to more adventures with
everyone! Lo~•. Louise 414

Jane,-you Ignorant slut' You and your bedhopping bimbos need culture! Even you,
Jane, C$¥' VISIT the culture/language Mlnldorm, ..!!'.ars~n'Jfoul8 during therr open
-houl8 'Languag•Week, Aprll7-14. Turn off
your red tights, Jane and ••• some
programst 41,.
Save a bottle ... Today. RECYCLE that
Motion's Bottle Reu19 your lklppy Jars Help
out by recycling gl011 and newspapers In
-¥OUR dorm. Sponsored by studtll'lta for
Recycll~ (862-10011 Mfftlngs every thurp.m. In th• MUB Senate Room.
lday at
P_lea_se_he-.:.lp_ou_t_.41_11_._ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mlchael-Thank1 for the apology-Ifs not
the first time something Hke that happened,
but Ifs the first Hme someone apologized.
~
~nx~
To Carol In Randall 307: After the floors have
been swept, and the cashed checks put
away, perhapi a treat would be neat to
finish the day. From a secret admlrer.414
Happy anniversary Goof. Love, the Con414
nlvee.
To the Cuffe In Chl-O: I love you more than
ever. Ifs been 2 and 3 and that equals sex, I
mean six. Next week's the big one. Hold on
to your hat on this day. Increasing longer.
On vergre Engaging yesterday's obllvlou1
414
undertakings. Forever ours Jr. Eicec.
Jefferson M.: welcome to UNH (flnally)I I Just
wanted , to let you know I'm glad you're
4/4
here. I love you. Me.
To the C.C Pledge TralneI-1 trust your
devious mind wlll dream up unique and
mysterious duties for the remainder of my
pledge period. I'm looklng forward to Bids
Night and fleld trips-none to the
homeland, thoughl Here's to Hell Week and
414
the leafl Your loving Pledge Cla11.

Classlc Clothes and Accessories for fashion
conscious lndlvldual1. Second hand
orlglnall 1920'1-80'1 at reasonable prices. Phi Mu Delta Spring Weekend! Two Intense
Eimers, 19 llllngton st. Portsmouth. Open nights of the celebration of spring, April 11
Tues. thru sat. 11 to 4 p.m. 4114.
&12. Music by Cahoots, a fine bluegrass
SHOULD SEX EDUCATION be Included In and band, Tickets must be purchased In advan418
for a singing telegram? Sure, why not? Have ce. Call 868-9710 for Info.
you heard? for $6.oo you can 18nd a
singing telegram ...4/11.
First annual UNH arm wreafflng championWin SSOO cash for your vacation this sum- shlpll Sponsored by Phi Mu Delta Fraternity.
mer. No obllgatlon. To recleve entry form Weight Cla118s and prizes. Proceeds go to
19nd self addressed stamped envelope to Muscular Dystrophy Foundation. Call 868418
Summer Swffpstakes, P.O. Box 730, Coeur 9710forlnfo.
d' ~·•)V8, Idaho 83814. 4111.

C

.sr1u1,1~t.

Pigeons
responding to the red light, the
number of responses to the light
will be five times as many."
Nevin said the things he learns in
these experiments will be helpful in
understanding the human
behavior patterns. ''The human
data looks just like the animal data
in situations involving simple
activities," Nevin said.
Even though behavioral
psychology is a relatively new
science, the field has been
surrounded by controversy. Many
people think the techniques used to
control other animals' behavior
col!ld be used to control the human
bemgs.
Nevin said behavior modificati~n techniques are being used in
pnso~s and mental hospitals to
keep inmates and patients docile.
"Patients in mental wards are
reward_ed for making their beds,
sweeping floors ... tasks which
really b~nefit the institution rather
:than the patient: It would be much
inore beneficial for them to be
rewarded for things like social
interaction with other patients."
patients."

Deadlines: Tuesday at 2 p. m. f<?r Friday's paper

personals

for sale
Wanted: one set of bunk beds at a very
reasonable price. Contact Gwen or Deb at
4/4
868-9837
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Now serving bagels, quiche and
yummy desserts!

Open until 2:00 a.m.

29 Main Street
Durham
(Across from the Durham Post Office)
868-5151

VELI

This may or may not be the opportunity you're
looking for, but for someone, it could be a very
attractive jump into the real wor)d of advertising.
We're a small, quality-oriented agen~y _located
in Augusta, Maine. During the past 19-yea.-rs, we
have serviced many national accounts. (Hathaway
Shirts, Great Northern Paper Co., Sebago Casuals
and Docksides, Pierre Cardin shirts and outerwear,
International Paper Co. and many others). Today,
we maintain a most prestigious client list, so don't
be misled by our "up-country" location. Presently,
we are interested in talking with those spirited,
(yet inexperienced), young giants who have the
ambition to achieve, and an explosive interest in
a multitude of areas. If you have a creative mind
that won't stop ... an energy level uncommon among
others ... and the determination to succeed, this
might be the time to strike.
If you are interested, we would be interested
in learning about you, your background and your
goals and anything else you would like us to know.
Please don't phone. Let us hear from you by mail;
following which we can arrang'e an appointment.
Write Jack Havey, Ad-Media, Inc., #2 Memorial
Way, Augusta, Maine 04330.
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Hutchins added that she sees a
difference in the attitudes of men
and women engineers.
·continued from page 2
"A lot of men were expected to
Emery became interested in be engineers. We wanted to be
engineering through her father engineers. You see a lot of guys in
. who is a Civil Engineer and runs a engineering who you can't believe
- small business.
are still here," Hutchins said.
"I'm not going into the family
Emery agreed. ,. .I know a
business, although that's what my Chemical Engineering professor
father hopes. My family loves it who thinks girls, even though they
that I'm in engineering."
are in the minority, are often at the
"I came back to school," Belinda top of the class," she said.
Hutchins, also a Civil Engineer,
"If a girl gets C's or D's in class,
said. "I'm putting myself through she drops out of engineering, so the
school." "Neither of my parents
ones that stay are at the top," Ennis
are professional people, and they · said. "A guy who is average in
did not have very positive feelings.
math in high school is likely to go
Now that I'm graduathlg though I into engineering, whereas the girl
think _t_hey are pretty proud."
that goes into engineering is more

-', ~~gine er~

Hop down to CARE PHARMAC Y
for all your Easter supplies

likely to be an above-average math
student."
Ennis added that being
genuinely interested in the·subject
helps because "professors like to
talk to people that are really
interested." She cited an example
of a lab instructor she knows who
complained that a lot of people
were not interested, and were "ju•st
in it for the money, or because they ~
were expected to do it."
There are no women engineering
professors at UNH, but the girls
think it does not matter.
"It would be encouraging,"
Emery said. ~•It might help the
guys. I'd hate to see one they could
step on. If a woman taught he_re sh<:
would have to set a preced~nt~ ,

She'd have to be good, and tough
or it will make matters worse for
the women in the program."
Mech an i-c a 1 Engine e rj n g
Professor Godfrey Savage said·the
engineering school wants women
on the faculty, but said "schools
who can pay more get them."
Savage said several students
co,mmented favorably about a
woman teaching when Linda
Spriggs began teaching a design
course. "There are very few role
models in the school for the
women."
The girls said they do not feel
uncomfortable in the traditionally
male world of engineering. "It
doesn't take any muscles to push a
pen or a pen~il," Ennis said. _. _
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continued from page 13
Nevin recently rece1ved a
$100,000 ~rant from the National
Science Foundation to continue
his work over the next three years.
When the results of the three-year
study are published, Nevin said he
and the UNH psychology
department could receive national
recognition in academic circles.
Part of the grant will be used for
a new computer to aid Nevin and
his staff in simplifying the process
of collecting and storing data.
Nevin's work has been
misunderstood by some, he said.
The Manchester Union-Leader
published a short editorial in
yesterday's editions criticizing
Nevin for using $100,000 offederal
tax money "to test the memories of
pigeons."
Nevin said he has complex
emotions about such criticism ... I
understand that money is
especially tight right now, and
there are many other social
programs which also need this type
of funding. But I also feel that this
research will have valuable longterm benefits and the view
expressed by some people is very
short-sighted."

s .....

con~"lrrC:m page 3
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Student Discount Student Disc

In spite of this students haves been
very active."
The committee in chan?e of
successor to Alan
1 findin1t a
Spitz, who is scheduled to leave
June 23 to assume the position of
Vice President for Academic
Affairs at the University of
Wyoming, is almost complete,
accordin~ to Smith.
The depa.rtment is still looking
foradditional faculty members for
the committee, but there is-a "targe~
date of April 7 for its completion,
Smith said.
Smith said he has always been
"quite comfortable around Spitz"

SMITH, page 15

The Women 's Center
soon· to become

The Sexual Awareness Ce.nter
(by popular demand)
is now holding interviews for the
following positions:

•Director
•_
Business Manager
!Advertising Coordinator

BUSINE SS MANAGER

-works with department heads
or purchases
-keeps books
-repres ents WONH on SAF council
PUBLIC AFFAIR S REPOR TERS

-

These are paid positions:

$100° 0 peryear
Don't miss out on these fabulous
opportunities ...

_JQIN SAC TODAV
MWFl0-2
Tues & Thurs. 11-2
Room134

-work with PA director producing
live and taped Public Affairs shows
-requir es knowledge of national and
local issues and eageriiess to report
on these issues.
--will train in radio production
-Do not have to be a student

Intere sted appli cants see
Laura, Rm. 142 MUB
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Hockey con~pletes recruiting year
By Larry McGrath

warns against expecting too much returning player ratio last year
which indicates our -youth. The·
from these first-year skaters.
-,,we learned our lesson this year. upcoming season should see more
The object of the game is· to put
We expected our freshmen t<>fill in consistency from our upperclassthe puck in the net.
The UNH hockey team of this. right away but let's face it, they're men to complement our younger
·
past season . showed little of the not going to play like seniors. players," Kullen said.
Scoring is not all that Kullen
scoring power of previous Wildcat We're hoping these kids can come
in and work hard, push ev~ryone looked for when sizing up the
squads.
In recording a 12-17 record, the ;~.lse and eventually work their way prospects.
"What we basically looked for is
defending ECAC champs lacked
the ability to move ·the puck and
the big guns that paced the squad
strong skating ability. Shooting is
of a year earlier.
important but it's a skill everyone
Gone were such high scoring
works on," Kullen said.
greats as Ralph Cox and Bob
works on," Kullen said. "Everyone
Gould. Their absence was
can hammer the puck but I'm
apparent as the young defense and
· looking for the scoring knack.
standout net-minder Greg Moffett
Whether you have a cannon or a
were called upon to shoulder the
pop-gun it doesn't mean anything
load.
until the puck is in the net."
With the exception of a few
George White from Arlington,
3tc:llar pcrfocmctuc~ill, most notably
Mass., Steve Lyons from Milton,
freshman Andy Brickley and·
Mass., Dan Potter from Mt. St.
senior Bob Francis, no real scoring
Charles H.S. in Rhode Island
threats emerged from the New
along with Paul Barton and Ken
Hampshire line -up.
Chisholm from Stratford, Ontario
Assistant coach Bob Kullen feels
all seem to meet the UNH coaching
that through a successful
- · staffs standards.
recruiting year things will start
They hope to form what Kullen
Bob Kollen
· turning around.
calls a "good nucleus" for n~xt
"We landed five . good, solid
year.
hockey players, all forwards who into the line-up," Kullen ·said.
"We're optimistic and excited
With only three seniors on this.
have shown the ability to put the
past year's team out of 21 players; about next year but don't expect
puck in the net," Kullen said
After a losing year m"st fans Kullen looks to have more of a. too much from the new guys, after
scour recruiting lists looking for balance between youth and · all Cox and Gould hardly played
their first years. These guys can't
saviors. Kullen assures us his five ·experience next season.
"We had a 7-1 senior to do it alone," Kullen sai, I.
new Wildcats have talent but

Women tracksters suffer loss
continued from page 16

Co-captain Laurie Munson ran
true to form in the 2-mile, slipping
Pelletier has been working on a
into second place behind UMass's
new approach. It's beginning to
powerful Judy McCrone.
work as she jumped 5'2" to victory.
McCrone ran 11:15.4. Munson
outran the third position by
Karen Ramsey jumped 4'10" for
more than a minute · with
third.
11 :44.8
"I think Millie's going to come
In the 880, freshman Janet
around quicker than she thought,"
O'Hara, who consistently broke
Krueger said. "She was a but
2: 18 during the winter season, is
uneasy up to now, but it's the speed
expected to do great things
of this approach that will give her
outdoors.
height. It's working."
"Janet looks so much smoother
Sophomore Cheryl Taatjes ran
than she did indoors," Krueger
to second place in the 440 run
said. "She has great potential, she
behind UMass's Deb Sealey.
should dazzle for us outside."
The Minutemen w~re strong in
The Wildcats didn't fare so well
the mile run, as they filled places 13. Wildcat Pa.n (l\1arcy) Smith , in the relays. UMass ran a 51.3 to
UNH's 56.4 in the 440 relay. The
however, ran a strong 5:23.3 in
mile relay was outrun by six
fourth position, her first attempt in
seconds. UMass . 4:19.5, UNH
the event.
4:25.6_,_

UNH was not represented in the
javelin, long jump- or 400 low
hurdles. Krueger, however, is not
terribly concerned.
"Being as short on talent and as
short on numbers as we are," she
said, - "we have to look at our
individual strengths and work with
them. We have to do the best we
can with the talent we've got. We
can't be doubling people up (in
events) just to win meets. We have
to work towards the individual
·performances."
The Wildcats will travel -to
Brown University for an afternoon ,
meet Tuesday, April 8.
"Brown is tough," Krueger said.
"They've -got · the sprinters, but
we have depth in the field and
we'll be taking more of the
team ... we'll see what happens."

Nader named
new.
sports editor
Bill Nader, a 21 year-old senior Economics major ~t
UNH, has been named as the new spoi;ts editor of The
New Hampshire for the 1980-81 academic year.
Nader is a transfer from New Hampshire College
(Manchester, N.H.). He is a native of Salem, N.H.
Nader has covered three sports while at UNH:
cross-country in the fall, men's basketball in the
winter and baseball in the spring.
According to Nader, there won't be much change in
the sports section except, "maybe a weekly column
which would cover most anything happening in
sports.
_
"I want to keep in the great tradition of The New
HamDshire~t snorts section." he said.
,· Nader's term begins with the April 18 issue He
replaces graduatmg senior Lee Hunsaker.

Grant
continued from page 1

give guest lectures, possibly teach a
course, stay for a whole semester
project of the Board of Trustees. It or shorter. The arrangements have
gives the Unversity System faculty been made through the System
• ~h~11._c.e to go to other campuses tQ ~A~ademi~ Wanning Council.

The grant is particularly ·
beneficial to the University in light
of the recent report by the UNH
President's commission on the
status of women which criticized
the University for its "lamentable"
policies toward women faculty.
The study showed the University
employs only three full-time
female professors, compared with
138 moo, •

SPORT SHORTS.
·L ady hoop ·recruits_
UNH women's bask~tball coach Cecelia De Marco has landed two
top hoopsters for.iext year's season.
DeMarco announced the . signing (of letters of intent) of two
centers, one from Massachusetts and one from Maine.
Denise Higgins, a 6'3., star of Bishop Stang High School (Fall
River, Mass.) appears to be the top player. As a senior, Higgin~ led
Bishop Stafig to the Mass. State High School semi-finals averaging
18 points, 14 rebounds and five blocked shots per game. She was a
Boston Globe All-Scholastic' Player-in both her junior and senior
years.
·
'
_Also planning to attend UNH is Gail Jackson of Westbr.ook,
Maine. Jackson's high school team has been Big Eight and Maine
State champions for the past three years in a row. Jackson was
named to the Maino AU- State :squAd Icu,c. muuc.h ..

Both willa~d an important dimension to the lady hoopsters'
game-inside size.
. "Higgins is truly a blue-chip athlete," said DeMarco last week.
"She's a tremendous leaper with a super shooting touch. Jackson's
ball handling and passing skills are ·very good, and she has
exceptional strength on the boards. Both players will give us the size
inside that we've been playing without for the past few years."
This year, UNH finished 15-7.

Rugl:Jy hosts English club
The UNH. rugby club, presently 2-0, will host an English club this
Monday, April 7th. G3:me time is 2:30 on the upper lacrosse field
behind the Field House.
The visiting team is the crew of the English submarine, H.M.S.
Odin which is stationed in Portsmouth until April 8. To date, UNH
has outscored its opponents, 28-4: Keene State, 10-0 and Providence
College, 18-4.

Lacr()sse plays today
The UNH lacrosse team will begin its New England schedule
today by hosting Middlebury College at 3:00 in Cowell Stadium.
Last year, the 1axmen finished 7-5and are looking to improve that
mark ~is year.

Softball hats silent;
Lowell takes opener
continued from page 16
could. have turned things around
for UNH.
After her debut as a starter,
McDonald said, "I'm glad I got a
chance to contribute."
"But," she added, "I just wish it
was under different circumstances.
It was UNH that initially took
command by scoring the first run
of the game in the second inning.
Junior Patty Foster bunted and
was hit on the throw to first bu the
Lowell infielder, sending her to
third base. Right fielder Diane
Hayes grounded out but brought
in Foster for the run.
Lowell's Smith was pitching
well, but UNH's Delisle was
equally tough in the early going.
"Diesel" retired the Lowell batters
in order in the first and third
innings. The fourth inning was
when she ran into trouble.
With one out in the fourth,
Delisle walked a batter, then gave
up two singles to load the bases.
Delisle walked the next Lowell
hitter, which brought in a run and
tied the game, 1-1.
Shortstop Patty Bohner could
not make a throw on the following
play when the ball was hit sharply
in the infield. The Wildcats went
down ~2-l.
·

Bohner snagged a line drive to
short and threw to Murtagh at
third for a double play to end the
inning.
UNH appeared as though it
would strike back immediately in
the top of the fifth when McDonals
sent a one-out single to center field.
Birmingham flied to right for the
second UNH out, but freshman
Ann Huidekoper collected her
second hit of ttie day when she
doubled down the third base line.
Laurie Lagasse walked to load
the bases, but Murtagh grounded
out and the rally fell short. .
Smith did not give the Wildcats
another opportunity as she held
UNH hitless for the rest ·of the
game to earn the 2-1 victory. "It was a tough loss for us," said
losing pitcher Delisle. "It would
have been nice to have started out
on the right foot. We'll just have to
work harder for the next one an(i
be more aggressive at the plate."
"We have to start hitting,"
agreed co-captain Bohner. "We
have to get the bats going if we're
· going to get anywhere."
"The Wildcats will have a
chance to even their record
Saturday when they travel to
UConn. The Huskie-s are
considered to be one of the
strongest teams in the region and
c9..ul9 _~ th~ tgugl!est opponent
NNH 'Yiil ·face all season.

Snrlth

continued from page 14

and "I like him as a friend." He also
,said , " We wo r k quite .well
together."
. According to Smith, the
opportunity Spitz has in Wyoming
is an excellent one, and "he should
tale-it." .
.

Smith called the situation
between Spitz and the members of
the political science department
who filed a grievance against him
"unfortunate," but added that he
ex·pected rio such difficuities.
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UNH dumped, -2-1,
•
m
season opener
By Jackie MacMullan
The women's softball team
suffered a case of silent bats
yesterday as the team dropped)ts
opener, 2-1 to U-Lowell.
-- Though the Wildcaf~yed a
fine defensive game, they could
manage only five hits off Lowell
pitcher June Smith and left eight
runners stranded on the basepaths.
Co-captain Diane Delisle
pitched well for UNH, giving up
four hits and four walks.
"I felt I had better control today
than I did last year," Delisle said.
"I was more consistent and my
pitches weren't as wild."

Another bright spot for UNH
was the performance of
sophomore Beth McDonald who
filled in for the injured Mazy Ellen
Smith at catcher.
McDonald was impressive both
offensively and defensively. She
rifled a fine throw to catch a
Lowell runner stealing in the
second inning and came up with a
heads-up play in the sixth, when
she made a sliding catch of a foul
ball to the right of the mound.
McDonald also ignited an
offensive rally late in the game that

SOFT.BALL, page 15
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·What if we held
a fan strike?
1

UNH freshman Joan McWilliams made it an unprecedented fifth straight national title when
she captured the National Freestyle competition held in Carrabassett Valley, Maine. McWilliams is also the defending two-ti_me North A.merican Can-Am champion.

McWilliams claims Nat'ls.
UNH freshman Joan McWilliams (Dover, NH)
won the women's overall title in the National Freestyle
Skiing Championships held last week in Carrabassett
Valley, Maine.
It is the fifth straight year that McWilliams has
won the national championship. No other skier has
won so m ny major competitions. She is also the
North American Can-Am champion of two years
running.
McWilliams started strong in the three-day event,

winning the first day's mogul skiing competition by
wide margin. She then placed 13th in the aerials an
fourth in the ballet to retain her title.
Her point total of 54.120 bested the 53.575 poste
by second place finisher Betsy Reid of Murfreesboro
Tennessee. Reid won the ballet competition.
_
Competing in the national championship were 13
skiers from the Eastern, Central, Rocky Mountain,
Intermountain, Far West and Pacific Northwes
divisions of the U.S. Ski Association.

Wildcats at MIT tomorrow
By Larry McGrath
Coach John Copeland will be
looking to "engineer" a· victory on
Saturday as the UNH track team
travels to Cambridge, Mass. to
open its spring schedule against
MIT.
· Following a 6-5 winter season,
the Cats hope to work in some of
the many freshman team members
while the older tracksters shoot for
some higher glory.
"We have a very young team,
some of these kids are building for
another year but Dean Kimball
and Guy Stearns (both finalists in
the New England mile'Championship), among others, are coming
off good indoor seasons and
should do well," said Copeland.
Senior co-captains Alex Miller
and Gary Crossan look to end their

intercollegiate careers with strong
seasons.
"Gary had a good winter season
while Alex is looking to qualify for
the Nationals and possibly tbe
Olympics (if they're held)," said
their lanky coach.
·· Other Wildcats to watch are the
pole vaulters with Tobey Russ
(15'2" and fifth in the New
Englands), Cameron Hawley
(14'6") and Mike Garzillo (14'0'')
all attaining competitive heights.
The short spring season lasts but
six weeks with various
championships lasti_n_g until mid- .
June. Despite the brevity of the
schedule, Copeland hopes to
accomplish much.
"We hope to work in the
younger kids to try and fill some
holes: In that way we can develop

some people to shore up our
weaknesses," he said.
Sophomore Peter Bergeron (400
meter N.E. finalist last year) and
freshman Hawley and Joel Dennis
head a promising crop of
youngsters that Copeland pins
his future_hopes on~
"Bergeron should be strong
again. Hawley has been
outstanding and Dennis holds the
school record for the indoor shotput already. We expect him to
break the outdoor mark along with
the discus," said Copeland.
So as the tracksters run, jump
and throw themselves into spring,
Copeland is noncommittal in his
expectations.
"We're thin in some spots, but
overall its really too hard to tell
how we11 do at this stage," he said.

The sun didn't shine for UNH
By Cathy Plourde
"The sun was shining but not on
us," said UNH coach Nancy
Krueger referring to the 79 point
spread between the Wildcats and
victorious Minutemen during
Tuesday's opening season meet at
UMass. The score: 103-24.
"We only took 13 team members
with us," Krueger said. "We've got
three Tuesday meets scheduled in a
row and I couldn't see having them
jeopardize grades by missing the
same classes that often."
Despite the lopsided score,
UNH made some impressive
marks. In the discus, senior cocaptain Lisa McMahon won by
more -than a foot to capture first
place with a 109'3½" toss.
McMahon also ran a 12.2 I00
yard dash for third place.

"We have a lot of depth in the
field events," Krueger said. "We
didn't have them all with us for
this meet, but we should be strong
in the future."
In the shot put, sophomore
Laurie Burnham threw 297¾" for
third.
Millie Pelletier had a good day, ·
,..

capturing two thirds and a first.
She ran 18.0 in the 100 high
hurdles and 28.8 in the 200 for her
third place _rankings. She was the
only UNH contestant in each. In
her specialty, the high jump,
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.Baseball postponed
Yesterday's home opener against Springfield College was
postponed due to field conditions. The game has been rescheduled
for a home date on April 17 beginning at I :00.
The Wildcats will now begin their season on the road on April 8
· . whe.1f they travel to Providence, R.I. for a doubleheader with the:
Friars:
...

Things have changed.
Flipping through some old baseball cards and reading the names of
Kaline, Gibson, Marichal, Petrocelli and Harrelson brought back a
warm sensation.
I remember the Impossible Dream, the Amazin' Me\s, the Cardiac
Cards and The Big Red Machine.
I remember collecting Joe Foy, Jerry Adair, Jose Tartabull and most
importantly Jim Lonborg- hell I had to give up Mickey Stanley, Mel
Stottlemeyer and Max Alvis to get him.
I'd chew that gum all day and then would dream about how great it
would be to make $30,000 a year doing something you loved to do
anyways.
Yaz got $100,000 after the '67 season. Amazing! I couldn't imagine
spending all that money in my whole life. Six figures became the status
symbol as far as contracts were concerned. Yaz was joined by some
very select company. Hank Aaron, Al Kaline, Luis Aparicio, among
others joined Fenway's favorite in the higher tax bracket.
Players were. like property, traded back and forth by owners in
much the same way as I bargained with my bubble gum cards. Being
traded was upsetting but "part of the game."
I put down my TOPP' s card collection and pick up the morning
newspaper. What's going on7 A whole different world is taking place
on the sports page. One totally unlike that of just a decade earlier.
kaline, who once refused a ✓raise saying that no ballplayer was worth
the sum the Tigers offered him, is in the Hall of Fame after retiring.
The "Hawk," Ken Harrelson, is behind a· microphone describing the .
game he once played so well. Rico Petrocelli was recently canned as
WITS's broadcaster. Bob Gibson and Juan Marichal have lost their
.glimmer and faded into obscurity.
Joe Foy, last I heard, was on welfare somewhere in New York. Jerry
Adair is overweight and so old coaching in the third base box. Jose
Tartabull is a mystery to me. He seemed to disappear. "Gentleman
Jim" Lonborg gave up skiing to pursue a career as a dentist.
The gum in my card packages are now cancerous due to its saccharine content. And the Boy Scouts couldn't get Tom Seaver to appear at a dinner for less than $1500, so $30,000 for a season of pitching
would be out of the question, I guess.
$100,000 salaries don't impress me anymore. Move over Babe, Yaz,
Hank and Roberto. Make room for Jack Brohamer, Oscar Gamble,
Craig Swan and Reggie Cleveland (at an amazing $250,000 per year).
How would Dave Goltz justify making twice as much as the president?
These days even the very, very mortal can spea.j with a Ruthian
swagger and say "I had a better year than he had."
, Players are no longer chattels of big, bad businessmen. If ballplayers
were treated like cattle before, now it seems they've stampeded. Free
agency has allowed players to auction themselves off to the highest
bidder. Players are asked whether they approve of trades. One, in
fact, wants to be consulted before the owner can sell the club; on top
of his million dollar a year contract (Dave Winfield).
The hot stove League (now heated with wood to stay contemporary) is filled with statistics and names like before but they are
talking about something altogether different. Names like Kapstein,
Slusher, Pennachia and Woolf are bandied about with talk centering
on, not RBIs, homers, average and slugging percentages, but deferred
payments, tax shelters, and returns on investment.
It seems to only get worse. Buddy and Haywood have "amazingly"
found box seats in the rightfield grandstand that Mr. Yawkey never
stumbled upon. Darrell Porter checks into an acoholism treatment
center leaving his team in spring training without a catcher but who
can blame him7 I'm reaching for a bottle myself.
Rumblings from Marvin Miller, the Players' chief labor negotiator,
a sure sign of spring, are more ominous this year and the threat of a
walkout is very real. Just what we needed. Last year when the Umpires .
struck the league brought in amateurs to replace the picketing men in
blue. While they did a commendable job, there, as they say, "ain't no
substitute for the real thing." If the players go, it could be interesting.
I'm grabbing my mitt and go warm up now. It would be a hell of a
summer job.
In baseball, last time I checked, you're allowed three strixes. Last
year the Umps, this year the players but what about next year7 As fans
we pay for all this mania. I Wi!S just thinking: What if we go on strike?

HMMMMM .....

